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EDITORIAL POLICY 

 The editorial policy for JSAP is designed with the aim to propagate study, research 

and practice of the principles of Shuddha Ayurveda. Articles principally based on the 

Āyurvedica  terminology, understanding and interpretation and those, which include 

modern investigations as additional information, shall be accepted. 

 

 It is a humble request that the authors write their manuscripts with a purely 

Āyurvedica  outlook but under no circumstances aim to malign or criticize the modern 

medical sciences. Articles should be written solely with an aim of publicizing 

Āyurvedica  research and understanding, training students and generating awareness 

about the immense potential and the broad outlook of the teachings of the ancient 
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 Authors should take the review process positively, understanding that endeavors 

setting high standards for writing articles using purely Āyurvedica  terminology and 

study parameters. 

 

 Efforts by the authors are always appreciated and the reviewers are instructed to offer 

dispassionate reviews and comments to encourage better writing. 

 

 The journal policy has been framed with the primary aim of promotion of Shuddha 

Ayurveda. The ‘Journal for Shuddha Ayurveda Practitioners’ intends to publish 

articles in the interest of all: the students of Ayurveda, Āyurvedica  physicians, 

scholars, authors, reviewers and editors. 

 

 This document for editorial policy shall be modified/ revised based on experiences 

and responses after publication of every three issues. Any modification to the 

document shall be effected only after the consent of the Editorial Review Board.  
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EDITORIAL 

Vd. Sanjay Pendse 

 Chairman, Global Ayurveda Foundation, Pune 

While writing this editorial for the second issue of JSAP I am happy that this venture has 

been received well among people of our fraternity. From the response it has got in numbers 

of reads and downloads, we think that it’s being a free access (peer reviewed) journal, seems 

to have come out as a good idea.  The JSAP team would be happier if these readers also post 

material for interaction based on the articles published. (May 2014 in JSAP issue 1) 

I would continue my exercise regarding what I have set myself to say. I have tried to convey 

in my previous editorial that the practice of Āyurvedica  medicine today is not in keeping 

with the principles of Ayurveda, particularly in the diagnostic part. (Hence in the therapeutic 

part too, in many instances). 

The effect of the accepted wisdom of the contemporary medical system is that – 

 Minds of laypeople have been fed with one line pathologies. 

 Researches on all existing and presumably new disease entities also are directed 

towards exploring one line pathologies and the remedies addressing those. 

Many diseases (labeled as infectious later) were thought to be killers in the nineteenth and 

early twentieth century. The successes in treating those, after the advent of antibiotic 

therapies have been looked at as inventions that have brought about a paradigm shift in health 

care. 

It is a notion that the contemporary generations of the fraternity of scientific researchers will 

always be better than their recent and ancient predecessors. This probably is the root of all 

current problems vis-a-vis scientific thinking. Being equipped with tools to delve into 

hitherto unexplored material and having more amount of information seemingly pertinent to 

the objective, is presumed to give you better knowledge and correct solutions to the 

perceived (health) problem. 

Let us see what the success of antibiotic therapies and the likes have done to our thinking 

about health, illness and health care. 

The first thing that changed in the minds of the people (researchers included) was that 

diseases are caused by – 

 Even a single infestation of / contact with external entities like organisms. 

 Spontaneous? dysfunction of one or more of (my) systems. 

 Lack of nutritional constituents of a particular kind. 
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 Spontaneous growth of some kind of abnormal cells. 

and other one liners of such kinds. 

All these - irrespective of my behavior (concerning the likes of food intake, work, exercise, 

sleep and all other possible activities in the recent and not so recent past) are deemed to be 

the causes. We as humans were and even now are aware by instinct that these factors do 

affect my health. 

In spite of that our minds have now been trained to think only of the above mentioned causes 

when illness occurs rather than trying to find out what has been wrong with what I or we 

have been doing. Diseases are being thought of like alien attacks of external causes like 

infections or idiopathic internal changes occurring out of factors beyond our control and 

knowledge. This has led us to being a society of people who are ignorant about the relation 

between their ways of living and the process of occurrence of diseases. The efforts that need 

to be taken for maintenance of health on individual level have taken a passive form where 

vaccines, avoiding sources of infections are the all important things. Balanced diet (in terms 

of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, micro nutrients etc.) with nutrition supplements and exercise 

are the soul active efforts one can take. 

It has been forgotten that our involvement in health maintenance measures has to be in every 

instance of life that we live. The way and time we wake up, exercise, bathe, eat, work, rest, 

relax, entertain ourselves, sleep etc. has got something to do with our health and we need to 

be mindfully correct about all these and that takes active effort at every instance. 

One would of course debate here that the contemporary health system doesn’t ask you to live 

an unhealthy lifestyle, but what it prescribes as the healthy life style has not proved to be 

sufficient for health maintenance across populations, and at the same time it is providing and 

assures to provide solutions to those one-liners and creates an impression that the use of those 

solutions is sufficient for protection from diseases. 

Example of this kind – 

Hypertension is an effect of a conglomerate of causes which is associated with end damages 

of killer kind to middle age and young people. Statistics to that effect have been established 

in studies done from many different perspectives. Today the solutions to contain this 

measurable factor are easy to pop rather than trying to find the life style related factors that 

have caused this condition in the particular individual. People have surrendered to taking life 

time medications instead of finding a cure for the condition. What if they do so? It would be 

argued that these medications have helped lot of people to live a ?normal length of life who 

would otherwise have died an untimely death. This is apparently very true. 

BUT  
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When we would try to go back to how all this has shaped up to the situation that exists today 

–   There have been untimely deaths of apparently symptomless healthy individuals from 

heart failures and brain stokes. 

Study of such deaths through autopsies and other means established an association of heart 

failures or strokes with bleeding and haematomas in heart or brain. 

Survivors of heart attacks and strokes were found to have hypertension, probably leading to 

those heart attacks and strokes. 

Records of patients post heart attacks and strokes having recurrence under observation 

established an association of bouts of hypertension with these incidences. 

Continuous use of antihypertensive medicines showed lesser incidences of recurrence. 

It came to be thought to be wise to keep the Blood pressure under control with medication to 

avoid having heart attacks and strokes. 

WHAT GETS IGNORED HERE IS – 

There have been people who have lived a normal life for a normal life span in spite of 

hypertension. 

There have been people who have met untimely death of heart attacks and strokes in spite of 

well controlled blood pressure on medication. 

The people who are on medication presume that it is enough protection and tend to become 

careless about the actual causes of their ill health. 

The same can be said about other parameters like thyroid function test values, 

hyperglycaemia, coronary or cerebral vessel atherosclerosis etc. 

In these situations also taking life time medications, getting plasties or surgeries done are 

thought be the solutions, again encouraging ignorance about the real causes. 

I have earlier said “researchers included” for good reason. 

The efforts they take are directed at providing solutions of these kinds or finding pathogenic 

factors which could be corrected with such solutions. 

A lot of remedies are designed in this manner as formulations and are sold by ĀYURVEDICA 

? pharmacies with the indications being described in allopathic jargon. 

Ayurveda should not be reduced to being a source or an information bank for probable 

remedies on such one line pathologies. 

Proper nutrition as preventive care – 
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When it became to be known that the deficiencies of micronutrients could cause disorders 

and further their replacement could cure those, it developed towards the study of food in 

terms of constituents like carbohydrates, proteins, fats, vitamins and minerals 

(micronutrients). These were previously unknown entities and the awe of having found a very 

scientific way of thinking about food set in the minds of researchers and medical 

professionals. The population of our land too was fed with the same ideas. This population, 

actually had its own very well established and scientific system regarding food and nutrition 

and the methods of its use (in Ayurveda).  

Today’s Āyurvedica  physicians also would tend to forget the importance of Ahara to be 

balanced in terms of – 

 Shad rasa;  

 Shooka, Shimbee, Mansa, Shaka, Hareetaka etc;  

 Ashita, Peeta, Leedha, Khadita; 

 Ghana, Drava, Avakasha; 

Also the method in terms of  

 The time of intake; 

 The symptoms (pertinent to the proper digestion of previously consumed food) to be 

observed to decide whether it is apt to have food at that time; 

 Things to be followed before and after food intake. (Like having bath or not, work, 

rest, having exercise etc.); 

 General guidelines like Ajalpan, Ahasan, Tanmana bhunjeeta etc. 

In spite of having ignored all these aspects in relation to food they would seriously think 

whether a certain set of symptoms in a patient has any relation to nutritional deficiency 

according to the contemporary theory. 

I have put forth this examples to highlight the fact that – 

WE ARE IGNORING THE EXISTING KNOWLEDGE IN OUR TEXTS AND IN 

SPITE OF NOT PUTTING THE SAME TO COMPLETE OPTIMUM USE 

THROUGH METHODICAL STUDIES, WE SPEAK OF NEED OF RESEARCH IN 

AYURVEDA PRESUMING THAT ALL NEW INFORAMTION SEEMING 

PERTINENT TO THE SUBJECT IS MORE SCIENTIFIC THAN THE ONE IN OUR 

TEXTS. 
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Study of Suvarṇa vacā 

Vd. Ranjeet Jadhav M.D. (ayu) 

Key Words: Suvarṇa, vacā, āyurveda, nānal, rhizome, gold, śalākā, vacā cultivation, 

medhya rasayan 

Abststract: An experiment of the cultivation of   vacā with suvarṇa inside it’s rhizome is 

carried out. Surprisingly the   vacā flourished, grew enhancingly & gave a better yield. 

Twenty four carette gold was used for this purpose. A hollow śalākā is inserted inside 

the rhizome of vacā and is cultivated for 15 months, with a control sample of glass 

śalākā in same soil and climatic conditions. After cultivation dried samples were 

collected and studied after 6 months and 15months. The Chromatogram of 15 months 

sample shows that there is a golden colour spot at Rf- in the treated sample only. 

Introduction : Various basic principles of drug preparation, samprāpti, nidāna, cikitsā etc. 

are lost in the history. The Vaidya paraṁpara remains as a patent for that particular family 

with no trans-adaptation or handing over of the views, causing stagnation and monopoly. 

This tendency of Āyurveda ācarya needs to be changed for the wellbeing of mankind. Such 

ideas related with traditions need the discussion, and their practical redesigning as per need of 

today’s era. This method of rejuvenation of knowledge is definitely promising enough for the 

upliftment of Ayurved & its practitioners. 

 The ideas of Suvarṇa vacā dates back in the pre independence times, when the 

allopathic medicine was still in the dominant phase. Late Vaidyarāja Purushottam Shastri 

Nanal developed this concept of using noble metals along with reasonable symbiotic plants, 

simultaneously, in his practice.    

 The   vacā & Suvarṇa (Gold) are having the same adhikāra, using this principle, he 

experimented the cultivation of   vacā with suvarṇa inside it’s rhizome. Surprisingly the   

vacā flourished, grew enhancingly & gave a better yield. Even such a cultivated   vacā 

suvarṇa proved beyond doubts, clinically, especially as rasāyana in neonates & when used in 

patients suffering from epilepsy.  

Preparation of gold wire – (Fig. 1) 

 Twenty four carette gold was used for this 

purpose. At the goldsmiths machine it was converted into 

the thinnest (Cigarette paper foil) i.e. kaṅtakavedhī (~ thin 

sheets which can be pierced by a thorn), sheet for it’s 

śodhana.  

1. śodhana of Suvarṇa : For its śodhana purpose, the Nirvāpaṇa principle of rasa shastra was 

utilized.  

Figure 1 
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i.e. lçÌuçí lç¬çíÀ içJççbcçÓ$çí çÆn Dçjvççuçí kçáÀuçlLçpçí~    The kaṅtakavedhī foils of gold was made red hot in the 

flame & was dipped in taila, takra, gomutra, kanji, kulitha kwatha, for seven times 

respectively, Each time the gold patra was being washed in luke warm water. As advised by 

Vd. Ramesh Nanal in Purushottam Upanishada the suvarṇa patra was also dipped in 

kāṅcanāra twak kwātha (Bauhinia variegata) & akṣotaka (Juglans regia Linn) medicated oil 

on the similar   principles of ‘Nirvāpaṇa’. . 

2. Preparation of  suvarṇa  śalāka: After the śodhana of the twenty four carette  suvarṇa  

kantak vedhit patra, its śalākās were prepared.  Approximately of length of 1.25 inches and 

weight of 50.2 mg to 51.4 mg .   It was hollow.    

3. Preparation of  suvarṇa   vacā sample :  Fresh rhizomes of Acorus calamus smoothly cut 

from both sides, weighing approximately 50 gm, without leaves and rootlets was made for 

reference.  

 Then fresh rhizomes of approximate length, breadth with leaves and rootlets were 

prepared. Initially a hole of No. 18 B.P. needle was made at the centre of the rhizome i.e. in 

the centre of the stele part of the rhizome. After this the gold śalākā was introduced in the 

already made space in such a way that half of it’s length would remain inside the rhizome and 

half of it would remain outside.  At the same time another sample was prepared, but instead a 

glass capillary was introduced on the same principle. (Fig. 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Along with this a trauma was made in the vacā Sample, with No.18 B.P. needle, which was 

to be cultivated without  suvarṇa śalākā . 

4. Cultivation- (Fig. 3) For the cultivation purpose plastic crates of 2 feet length and 1 ½ feet 

breadth was utilized. The plastic crates were porous from all sides. One crate was utilized for 

the cultivation of two replicates of the samples. Different crates were used for replicates of 

vacā,  suvarṇa  vacā and glass  vacā.  

Figure 2 Figure 3 
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The replicates were cultivated using garden soil red- brown colour, called the poyata in 

Marathi. Strictly no artificial or chemical fertilizers were used. Only cow-dung manure of 

compost method was brought in the use for this purpose. The mixture of soil and manure 

were in ratio of 4:1.Daily watering was done and similar climatic conditions were tried to 

maintain.   

The introduction of the suvarṇa śalākā inside the rhizome of  vacā needs to be highlighted. 

Introduction of śalākā in a living plant is an example of a foreign body. Reciprocal resistance 

will be produced by the living tissues of the rhizome to the śalākā introduced. This resistance 

or reaction given by the living tissue can be explained by a reference quoted by Acarya 

Vagbhata –pççlçá<çb nícç©H³ççoçÇOççlçápçb ®ç çÆ®çjçqmLçlçcçd~ G<cçCçç Òçç³çMç:Dçu³ç oínpçívçd çÆJçuççÇ³çlçí~~ - Va.Su. 28/43 

The reference clearly states that noble metals like gold, silver etc., if retained as śalya within 

the body, in the time period due to the Usma (~ Heat) within the body, are assimilated, or 

they get dissolved or they are made Satmya by the body.  

 Now considering the concept of Usma of the body, to be various secretions, may be 

endocrinal, immune etc., acting on the śalya i.e. the foreign body. Various chemical reactions 

might be taking place between the śalya and the secretions, creating various assimilable salts 

or alkaloids of the metals.  

 On the lines of this principle a similar reaction can be thought to be accuring when a 

gold śalākā is introduced as a śalyā within the rhizome. As per the cellular physiology certain 

secretary cells are present in the “Stele” part of the rhizome which are in close proximity of 

the introduced śalākā. The secretions from these cells might undergo a chemical reaction in 

response to the stress of the   suvarṇa śalākā, as a result of which dissolvable alkaloids of the  

suvarṇa  might be produced. Hence at a desired time interval the suvarṇa Śalākā being made 

Satmya by rhizome (as said by Vaidya Ramesh Nanal).  

 Secondly   vacā is usna virya dravya and it’s combined metal i.e. the suvarṇa  is a sita 

virya dravya. Thus a combination of uṣṇa and śīta vīrya dravya needs some discussion A 

reference is quoted by Ācāarya Caraka in the Kalpasthāna- 

çÆJç©OoJççÇ³ç&cçH³çí<ççb ÒçOççvççvççcçyççOçkçÀcçd~  DççÆOçkçw³çb lçáu³çJççÇ³çí& çÆn  çÆ¬çÀ³ççmççcçL³ç&çÆcç<³çlçí~~ - ( Ca.Ka.12/45)  

A combination of virudha vīrya dravya’s does not cause effect on the principal drug in the 

combination. Although there may be a difference in the guṇa, karma / vīrya of the dravya’s 

in combination the combined action of the “combination” is governed by the principal drug 

itself.  For the expected result of the reaction between the introduced suvarṇa śalākā and the 

rhizome, it was necessary to cultivate it for span of at least fifteen months. It was the 

optimum cultivation time, advised by Late. Vaidyaraj. Purushottam Shastri Nanal, for the  

suvarṇa  Śalākā being made “Sātmya” (getting dissolved) by the rhizome.  

Pharmacognostic  Studies- 
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 Total 5 sets of samples were cultivated.- 1.  suvarṇa    vacā cultivated  for 15 Months. 

2. Only   vacā  cultivated  for 15 Months. 

3. Suvara   vacā  cultivated  for 6  Months. 

4. Only   vacā cultivated  for 6 Months. 

5.   vacā with a glass capillary introduced inside the rhizome, was cultivated.  

The Botanical study was mode even 2 months with respect to  - 

1. The length of the rhizome.  2. The breadth of the rhizome. 

3. No. of leaves in each stump.          4. Rootlets 

5. Approximate weight of the rhizomes without leaves & rootlets. 

  The cultivated samples were   harvested after 6 months (V6, Sv6) & 15 months (V 15. 

SV15) respectively. At a first glance the SV6 & Sv15 sample showed more growth & 

branching  than V6 & V15 respectively. The overall external morphological characters of the 

suvarṇa vacā samples where surprisingly different 

than those cultivated without gold.  

Post harvested photographs sv15, Sv6 V15, V6 

(fresh) (Fig 4.1), Post harvestal photographs dried  

samples of sv6, v6, sv15, v15. (Fig. 4.2, 4.3) 

  

The Gold wire – 4  replicates of gold wire here cultivated  

for 15 Months. Of the 4 samples, 3 wires were not 

found on harvesting. 

 3 replicates of gold wire here cultivated for 6 

months. All the 3 wires were seen in the rhizomes & 

were removed from it.  

Chemical Studies –  Samples of both vacā & 

suvarṇa vacā were collected after 6 month & 15 

Months. Samples were cleaned, dried in air, 

powdered & stored. The following studies were 

conducted.  

 

 

Figure 4.2 

Figure 4.3 

Figure 4.1 
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1. Chlorophyll Index     2. Membrane Stability Index  

3. Loss on drying    4. Ash value  

5. Water Soluble extractive   6.  UV-Spectrophotometric analysis  

7. TLC Study .     8. Estimation of gold . 

1. External morphology of plants 6 months after cultivation 

Table No. 1: External morphology of plants 6 months after cultivation 

Sample Replicate No. of  

leaves / 

stump 

Length of 

longest leaf 

(cm.) 

Breadth of 

leaf (cm.) 

Colour of leaf  Branching 

SV6 

 

 

V6 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3(G.P.) 

3 

4 

4 

3/4 

4 

3 

8 

7.9 

8.2 

Dried 

7.8 

Dried 

0.62 

0.58 

0.54 

Dried 

0.45 

Dried 

Pale Green 

 

 

Yellow Brown 

Pale Green 

Yellow Brown 

+ 

Nil 

+ 

+ 

Nil 

Nil 

2. Post harvgesting Studies – Wet Samples: The cultivated samples were harvested 

on twenty second of December 98 (22/12/98). At a first glance the SV15 sample of all the 

cultivated samples showed profuse growth and branching. The overall external morphological 

characters of the same were surprisingly different than those cultivated without gold. The 

statistical data immediately after harvesting were as follows- 

Table No 2:  Immediate Post-harvestal external morphological studies  

Sample Replicate Length of 

rhizome 

Breadth 

0f  rhizome 

Leaves 

/ stump 

Branching 

 
SV 15 

 

 

V 15 

 

 

SV 6 

 

 

V6 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3(G.P.) 

2”06.32’ 

9.35’ 

8.60’ 

1”1.2’ 

8.70’ 

7.2’ 

4.4’ 

5.3’ 

4.1’ 

Dried 

4.2’ 

Dried 

1.7 cm 

1.12 cm 

1.1 cm 

1.34 cm 

1.1 cm 

0.98 cm 

0.74 cm 

0.80 cm 

0.70 cm 

Dried 

0.76 cm 

Dried 

5/6 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

3/4 

3 

- 

3 

- 

Profuse + + + 

+ + + 

+ + 

+ + + + 

+ + + 

+ + 

+ +  

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

- 
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The Post harvestal studies were noted down. A few pieces of the sample were kept in 4% 

formalin and the remaining samples were kept in the shade for drying. 

3. THE GOLDEN WIRE:  4 replicates of gold wire were cultivated for 15 months of the 

four samples, 3 Wires were not found on harvesting. One gold wire in the 3
rd

 replicate was 

seen in the rhizome itself. The gold wire was removed from the same and kept aside. 3 

replicates of gold wire were cultivated for 6 months. Of the three samples, all the 3 wires 

were seen in the rhizome and were isolated from it. Post harvestal gold wire statistical: 

15 months replicate = Length = 1.10 inch,  Weight = 46.35 mg. 

6 months replicate   1) Length = 1.24 inch  Weight = 50.1 mg. 

          2)  Length = 1.23 inch  Weight = 49.02 mg. 

          3)  Length = 1.23 inch  Weight = 49.08 mg. 

4. T.S. STUDIES OF THE PLANT VACĀ : Before the starting of cultivations the 

transverse section studies i.e. the microscopical examination was carried out. Also the 

transverse sections of the rooflets, rhizome and the leaf were fixed and permanent slides of 

the same were obtained. The details of the microscopic structure were as follows – (Dated 

29/09/97) 

Rhizome: Microscopic characters- (T.S. of rhizome) - Circular in outline, outermost layer is 

cork, cells are single layered brick shaped, followed by cortex 2, 3 layers of chollenchyma, 

followed by parenchymatous, polygonal cells. Abundant starch grains grains are present. 

Resin canals are surrounded by small parenchymotous cells. They are scattered in the cortex.

  

5.  STUDY OF THE DRY SAMPLES : Immediately after harvesting the observations were 

noted. The samples were then kept in shade for drying. The statistical data of the dried 

rhizomes was tabulated as below-  

The length of the dried rhizome was selected to be 10 cm. Three replicates from each sample 

were studied and the observations were as follows- 

Table No. 3: External morphological studies of dry sample 

Sample Breadth, Mean (cm) 

+ SEM 

No. of nodes Mean +  

SEM 

Int. nod. Dist.Mean 

(cm)  + SEM  

SV 15 

V 15 

SV 6 

V 6 

1.07 + 0.03 

0.96 + 0.03 

0.83 + 0.02 

0.8 + 0.01 

11 + 0.58 

8.67 + 0.33 

9 + 0.58 

7.3 + 0.33 

6.98 + 0.08 

8.42 + 0.29 

7.51 + 0.23 

7.9 + 0.06 

  The data pertaining to the external morphology of the vacā and suvarṇa vacā sfter 

drying of both sample (6 and 15 months) is given in Table No. 9. The intermodal distance 
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showed a statistically significant change in the suvarṇa vacā sample of 15 months group 

compared to the ordinary vacā. Also the remaining morphological characters showed definite 

increment in the growth of suvarṇa vacā in both samples (6 months and 15 months), but the 

data could not reach the statistically significant values. 

Table No. 4:  Statistical growth of vacā and suvarṇa vacā 14 months old 

Sample No. of leaves / stump Length of longest leaf 

(cms.) 

Breadth of longest leaf 

(cms) 

Suvarṇa vacā 15 

Vacā 15 

5.25 + 0.25 

5.50 + 0.29 

31.5 + 0.51* 

28.75 + 0.48 

1.21 + 0.04 

1.08 + 0.12 

Data : Mean + SEM   * P<0.01 

 Table No. 4 provides the growth parameters of the vacā and suvarṇa vacā, 14 months 

after cultivation. The length of the longest leaf of suvarṇa vacā showed statistically 

significant increament (p<0.01) as compared to the ordinary vacā. The other growth 

parameters of suvarṇa vacā were more than the vacā but the data was not statistically 

significant.  

Table No. 5 Phenol estimation of Acorus calamus with reagent as blank at 650 nm 

Sample Absorbance Sample Absorbance 

V 6 

V 15 

0.218 

0 

SV 6 

SV 15 

0 

0.047 

 The data pertaining to the phenol estimations of Acorus calamus are given in table 

No. 19. It reveals increased quantity of phenols in SV 15 in comparison to V15. However, the 

phenol estimation in SV6 was less than in V6. 

 Loss in drying : The loss in drying of all the four samples was determined by taking 1 gm, 

accurately weighed sample in a petridish and drying in an oven at 110
0
C till constant weight. 

The weight after drying was noted and the loss on drying was calculated. The percentage was 

calculated on the basis of air dried samples.  

Table No 6: Loss on drying of acorus calamus samples  

Sample Value % W / W Sample Value % W / W 

V 6 

V 15 

18.0 

9.2 

SV 6 

SV 15 

45.5 

16.2 

The data pertaining to loss on drying in percentage is tabulated in table No 6. The data 

reveals increased loss in percentage after drying in both the suvarṇa vacā samples (i.e. 6 

months and 15 months.) the loss in drying was much higher in the 6 months samples.  

Ash value: The ash value of the samples was determined by following the method described 

in I.P. About 1 gm. accurately weighed of the sample was taken in a tared cruicible, 

incinerated in an electrically heated muffle furnace at a temperature not exceeding 700
0C 

for 
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about 4 hours, cooled and weighed. The ash value was calculated in percentage with 

reference to the air dried samples and the data has been presented as follows.  

Table No. 7 Ash values of Acorus calamus samples -  

 Sample Ash Value % W / W  Sample Ash Value % W / W 

V 6 

V 15 

9.0 

5.3 

SV 6 

SV 15 

12.2 

5.02 

The data pertaining to the ash values of A. Calamus are tabulated in table No 7. 

It reveals, greater ash value in SV6 than in V6, but lesser in SV15 compared to the V 15 

sample   

6. GOLD ESTIMATION FROM THE SAMPLE:  

We thought it was worthwhile to estimate the gold in the Samples. Hence, the air Dried 

Powdered samples of 15 months old, both with gold and without gold  were subjected for the 

estimation of gold content in it using the Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission 

Spectrometer The  result thus obtained  were as follows:  

Table No. 8 Gold estimation in Acorus calamus samples - 

Sample Amount in ppm  (Microgram / gm) 

V 15 

SV 15 

24.71 

ND 

   ND: Amount < 0.1 ppm (microgram/gram) 

After undergoing these batteries of chemical & experimental studies certain conclusions 

could be derived with.     

           The akṣotaka medicated oil and kaṅcanārā twak kwātha were additional substances 

used for śodhana of suvarṇa . The kaṅcanārā twak kwātha might be making the suvarṇa  soft 

& more reactive with secretions of the rhizomes. Also the akshotaka plant is utilized in 

clinical practices as medhya, smṛti, majja balya etc. Hence during the niṛvāpaṇa procedure, 

the saṅskāra of the two substances (induces) additional properties to  the  suvarṇa . 

              The introduction of suvarṇa śalākā did cause enhanced growth of the plant of  vacā. 

The observations and results proved a possitive feed back of influential activity in the growth 

pattern of the suvarṇa   śalākā introduced vacā samples  of both age groups (6 months and 15 

months).The condition of implanting suvarṇa salaka in the rhizome, was a continuous stress, 

may have caused disease/compensated growth/ physiology in the plant. But in the contrary 

the stress thus produced, stimulated certain secondary metabolites of the plants to provide 

extra immunity to the plant. On the basis of which the inner strength of the plant surpassed 

the stress, making it immune & fit for survival or existence. Here it was interesting to note 

that the plant not only survived but also flourished in its growth and health.  
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  The complete assimilation of the 3 gold wires in the 15 month samples was 

seen. The chellation theory, the valency, crystal ion radius, polarizability, hydrated ion radius 

& coordination number of the gold ions would have been favorable enough producing 

affinity & formation of ligands. The chellation might have resulted in (?) certain favorable 

formation of metalloenzymes performing vital functions (immunity for existence) within the   

vacā. Here it would be interesting to isolate these     

metallo enzymes and study their role in the vital functions of plant metabolism.  

 Comparative TLC study was carried out and the chromatogram reveals that the 

chemical composition of Acorus calamus without & after treatment vary. This is suggestive 

to the findings of spectrophotometric analysis. 

The Chromatogram shows that there is a golden 

colour spot at Rf- in the treated sample only. 

  The uv visible spectrometric analysis 

suggests that all the sample contain B- asarone 

&  it’s concentration is quite high in 6 months 

old sample, but it decreases considerably in 15 

months old sample So, the collection of rhizome 

after introduction of Suvarana śalākā, when the 

plants are 15 months old will be better. The 

collection of Acorus calamus rhizome from 15 

months old sample after treating with Suvarva 

śalākā has been mentioned in Nanal Vaidya’s 

parampara as well as in the Purshottam 

Upanishada. Our findings also support this.     

DISCUSSION :  

The climatic conditions necessary for the ideal growth of the plant was described by Ācārya 

Caraka.  But it's applied clinical aspect was given by Ācārya Suśṛuta.  The uśṇa vīrya drugs 

should be cultivated in and harvested during the summer season and the sita virya drugs to be 

cultivated in and harvested in the winter season. According to him the active principles of 

these plants were maximum in these respective seasons. The advice of harvesting mula in hot 

season, kāṇda in sarad season shows the method of response of the plants towards the 

environment.  The response for self protection against the odds, in scientific words it is the 

reactionary response with anatomical as well as physiological rearrangement within the plant 

to light and get adjusted against the environmental stress. 

The secondary metabolites like phenols, etc., are synthesized at a greater percentage in the 

plants, during the plants in stress conditions.   

As per the cellular physiology certain secretary cells are present in the stele part of the 

rhizome, which are in the close proximity of the introduced śalākā.  The secretions from 
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these cells might undergo a chemical reaction, in response to the reaction.  As a result of 

which dissolvable alkaloids might be produced.  Hence at a desired time interval the suvarṇa 

Śalākā is mode sātmya by the rhizome.  

The reaction response of the   vacā and suvarṇa may also be due to the process of chellation.  

The chellation results in the formation of metallo-enzymes, which perform vital functions in 

plant metabolism. Changes in metabolism may come about because of the changes in enzyme 

composition as a result of stress and the effects on available ligands, metal ion concentrations 

and the proteins associated with enzymes. Some metallo enzymes are located in the 

membranes where deficient or toxic concentrations of metal may affect permeability. 

The introduction of the suvarṇa śalākā was expected to produce changes in the anatomical 

cellular structure of the plant. As per taxonomical studies due to trauma created by the 

insertion of suvarṇa śalākā, a calus formation might be taking place at the site of injury.  And 

if it gets secondarily infected or the cellular structure of the calus formation takes a malignant 

change could have changed the anatomical structure of the cellularity.  Because as seen the 

introduction of śalākā /due to the trauma, the growth of the plant was enhanced which could 

be a process of malignancy.  But the post harvested as well as the microscopically studies 

showed no malignant cellular structure. 

The introduction of suvarṇa śalākā, stimulated certain secondary metabolites of the plant to 

provide extra immunity to the plant.  The plant not only survived but also flourished in its 

growth and health.  Maybe a critical nutrient was stimulated causing extra growth of plant. 

Dissolving of 3 gold wires in the 15 months samples could be due to the chellation theory.  

The valency, crystal ion radius, polarizability, hydrated ion radius and coordination number 

of the gold ions would have been chemically favourable enough producing affinity and 

formation of ligands.  The chellation might have resulted in certain favourable formation of 

metallo enzymes performing vital functions in the  vacā. 

Comparative TLC study of the samples reveal that the chemical composition of Acorus 

calamus without and after treatment vary.  The chromatogram shows that there is a golden 

colour spot at Rf - in the treated samples only. 

 In 15 months old samples gold has been estimated by employing the I.C. plasma 

atomic emission spectro-metric method. The detection of gold in untreated sample, but non 

detectable on gold treated sample, cannot be explained and it requires further study. 

Summary & Conclusion  

• The process of chellation proves the critical nutrient concentration in concern with gold 

and   vacā. 

• The secondary metabolites like phenols etc. play a definite role in influencing stress 

tolerance in plant metabolism. 

• The method of suvarṇa vacā cultivation needs a better agricultural point of view. 
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• The bimonthly growth parameters, leaf length, leaves per stump, branching are 

noticeable.  The highest growth of leaf being observed in the month of June-July. 

• The absence of 3 gold wires within 4 replicates in 15 months old sample was most 

noteworthy. 

• The chlorophyll index and membrane stability index are noteworthy. 

• The uv spectral analysis reveals qualitative and quantitative variation in the suvarṇa    

vacā in comparison to the ordinary vacā. 

• Golden colour spots in the chromatogram of suvarṇa vacā are suggestive of chemical 

variations from ordinary vacā. 

• Experimentally suvarṇa vacā has a better anti-epileptic potential. 

• The presence of significant anti-stress effect in both vacā and suvarṇa vacā are 

noteworthy. 

• For further studies - other examples of cultivation like haridrā with mercury, 

aṣwagaṇdhā with vaṇga should be carried out. 
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guides Dr. De and Dr. Ravishankar, without whose this study would not have been possible. 
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Preparation of Rasa siṅdūra 

Vd. Vivek Sane BAMS, D. Pharm 

Director, Punarvasu Aushdhshala, Pune. 

Abstract - Rasa siṅdūra is an important 'kupipakva rasāayana' described in several 

āyurveda classics. The texts describe several formulae for the preparation of this highly 

potent medicine, which is a mixture of pārada and gaṅdhaka . The process alters the 

color of the originally silvery white metal of mercury to a bright red color or siṅdūra 

varṇa, imparting the medicine its name. The basic ingredient for preparation of rasa 

siṅdūra is kajjalī which is a mixture of pārada (Mercury) and gaṅdhaka (Sulphur). The 

kajjalī is placed in a ‘kupi’ or a hard glass bottle coated with clay and cloth. Rasa 

siṅdūra is prepared by heating kajjalī in this kupi at extremely high but constant 

temperature for stipulated length of time. The aim of this article is to describe the 

process of preparation of Rasa siṅdūra followed today. 

 

Introduction - Several texts describe different combinations and proportions of ingredients 

for preparation of rasa siṅdūra.  

RASA means PĀRADA (MERCURY). With the unique process like kupipakva 

rasayan it changes its colour from silver shiny white to siṅdūra varna i.e. red colour. 

Rasasiṅdūra is prepared from, kajjalī baṅdha (which is mixture of pārada and  gaṅdhaka), 

by giving continuous and controlled heat for 24 to 72 hrs to form a solid, long lasting form.   

Basic two contents are required to prepare Rasasiṅdūra  

 1. pārada (Mercury)  And  

 2. gaṅdhaka (Sulphur) 

The mixture of these two contents is called as kajjalī. This kajjalī is placed in the kupi (A 

glass bottle is coated with cloth and clay) and heat is given for desired time. The formulation 

is a kupi pakva type of rasaayana. (medications prepared by heating ingredients in a hard 

glass bottle).There are two methods of the same described in the texts. 

1. Aṅtara dhūma method   And  

2.   Bahira dhūma method 

1. Aṅtara dhūma method  - In this process the mixture of pārada and  gaṅdhaka is heated in 

a hard glass bottle with its mouth sealed. The mouth of the bottle remains sealed throughout 

the entire process. Few āyurvedic physicians prefer the use of damarū yaṅtra instead of a 
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glass bottle for this purpose. This is a traditional process which requires immense skill and 

perfection.  Very few experts  prepare rasa siṅdūra by this method today.  

2. Bahira dhūma method - In this process the mixture of pārada and  gaṅdhaka is heated in 

a hard glass bottle with the mouth of the bottle open. An iron rod or śalākā is inserted in the 

mouth of the bottle to combust off the gases released during the process.  

Several texts indicate the use of different contents for the preparation of rasa siṅdūra. The 

basic ingredients, bhāvanā dravya, and the duration of agni (heating) required for the 

preparation as per different texts is listed below.  

SELECTION  OF FORMULA: 

There are many formulae given in the text. Some of them are as follows – (number indicate 

the proportion of the medicine to be used) 

Text Ref.  Hg Sulp

hur 

Navas

āgara 

Turtī -

Alum 

Nāga 

(Pb) 

Gher

-osā 

Bhavanā Agni 

(in Hrs) 

1-Rasayana 

sārsaṅgraha 

1 1  X X X X vatāṅkūra 

3 times 

12  

2-Yoga Ratnākara (1) 1 1 X X X X vatāṅkūra 

3 times 

12 

3- Yoga Ratnākara (2) 4 1 ½ X X X Jaṁbīra 

swarasa 

24 

4-Yoga Ratnākara (3) 2 2 1 X X X X 36 

5-Yoga Ratnākara (4) 1 3 1 X X X X 72 

6- Yoga Ratnākara (5). 1 3 X X 1/10 X X 72  

7-Sharaṅdhara Saṁhitā 1 1 1 1 X 1 Niṁbū 36 

 

One finds that there is a wide choice of supplementary ingredients and different proportion of 

pārada and gaṅdhaka suggested in the classics for the preparation of rasa siṅdūra. Even 

though the equal proportion of pārada and gaṅdhaka is considered to be the most ideal for 

preparation of rasa siṅdūra, one may select different formulae depending on the constitution 

and condition of the patient.  

It is important to confirm the purity and the authentic attributes of the ingredients used for the 

preparation. It is also important to know the source from where these are obtained. The 
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ingredients along with the process, determines the properties of the resultant preparation and 

hence one should carefully select a particular formula for preparation of medication 

beforehand. 

CLASSICAL METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF rasa siṅdūra 

Method of preparation of rasa siṅdūra: The classical method of preparation of rasa siṅdūra 

can be described as follows- 

 

INGREDIENTS: 

1. Suddha pārada ……………….1 PART 

2. Suddha gaṅdhaka …………….1 PART 

 

INSTRUMENTS 

1. Vālukā yaṅtra  2.Glass bottles  3. Muslin / cotton cloth  

4. Fine clay and water mixture   5.Wood for fire 

6.. Iron bars (śalākā)  5.Torch  6. Sheltered place for preparation 

Procedure :  This procedure is divided into 3 parts 

 1. Pre procedure 

 2. Main procedure 

 3.  post procedure 

1. PRE PROCEDURE: 

In this part all ingredients are collected and purified.  

Pārada, gaṅdhaka, navasāgara, or Alum etc. 

 

PURIFICATION OF PĀRADA –. Purification of pārada can be carried out by three 

methods. The pārada can be aṣta saṅskārita pārada, hiṅgulotha pārada or can be purified by 

triturating in garlic juice or paste. The pārada used for the present experiment was treated 

with garlic juice. It was triturated in garlic juice in a khalva yaṅtra, till the garlic juice did not 

change color or displayed its original off-white or pale yellow color.  
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PURIFICATION OF GAṄDHAKA – The amlasāra variety of  gaṅdhaka is used for this 

formulation. it is purified by the classical method of triturating in milk and ghee. Gaṅdhaka 

may also be purified with the help of māṛkava extract. This method is generally used for 

making a formulation with kuṣtha, kledahara and keśya attributes. Purification of gaṅdhaka 

with the help of triphalā kaṣāya helps mask its odor.  

 

PREPARATION OF KAJJALĪ – Pārada and  gaṅdhaka are placed  in khalva yaṅtra.  They 

are triturated together till a fine, uniform black colour mixture is obtained. This mixture is 

known as kajjalī. Bhāvanā is given after formation of kajjalī. Kajjalī should never be dried in 

direct sunlight or with an electric drier. During the process of preparation, the kajjalī changes 

colour from white – yellow → grey → to a jet-black colour. At final stage, the mixture 

becomes very fine and it may spill out if triturated with additional force. 

 

PREPARATION OF HEAT PROOF GLASS BOTTLE - A glass bottle or a flask is taken 

for making it heat proof. This bottle must be big enough to hold desired quantity of kajjalī. It 

is observed  that volume of glass bottle must be 4 times more than that of kajjalī. The bottle 

must be a round one without any angels or sharp curves. Its mouth must be at least 1 inch in 

diameter or big enough to insert an iron bar (śalākā) while burning out the deposits at the 

neck of the bottle. The neck should be long enough to hold the final product, the siṅdūra. In 

narrow and long neck bottles, fumes of gaṅdhaka get stuck easily and create obstruction. 

Hence, the neck should be wide and long. A beer bottle or port wine bottle is suitable for the 

preparation. 

The clay, which is used generally, is mulatānī (Fuller’s earth) clay. One can use clay, which 

is sticky (cikkaṇa). In some traditions salt water is added to the clay for making it more heat 

proof. A cotton cloth is used for wrapping the bottles. The cloth is soaked with  mixture of 

mulatānī clay and water and wrapped in uniform layers  over the 

glass bottle. Precaution is taken that not a single air 

bubble should trap between bottle and cloth. The second 

layer of cloth and clay is applied only after the first layer 

is completely dry.7 to 14 such layers are applied over 

the bottle as per requirement. More cloth can be 

wrapped around the bottle if the bottle is to be heated for 

a longer time. (Fig.1) 

 

PREPARATION OF VĀLUKĀ YAṄTRA - Vālukā yaṅtra is made with help of sand and 

earthen pot. Here a single glass bottle is used in one earthen pot. Medium sized grains of sand 

are used here. The author has personally preferred the use of sea sand for the making of 

vālukā yaṅtra.  (Fig.2) 

Figure 3 
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The earthen pot should be big enough to hold both 

the bottles and the sand. 1 inch thick layer of sand 

is spread at the bottom of the pot, the heatproof 

glass bottles filled with kajjalī, are then placed 

carefully over it. One inch thick sand layer at 

bottom plays major role in saving and retaining 

heat. The remaining space in the pot is filled with     

sand up to the brims of the bottles. Now the vālukā 

yaṅtra is ready to receive heat. 

      Nowadays all major pharmacies uses iron bucket instead of earthen pot. The iron bucket 

is very safe and long lasting.    

 

PREPARATION OF ŚALĀKĀ - A long iron rod, about 3 feet in length, is used as śalākā. 

One end of the śalākā is sharp and pointed and the other one is covered with wooden holder. 

The holder makes it safe to hold this rod when it is red-hot. This rod (śalākā) must be small 

in diameter than mouth of the glass bottle.  

  Śalākā is required  when gaṅdhaka evaporates and sticks at mouth and the neck of the 

bottle.  Heat the iron rod red-hot and place it near the mouth of bottle. It will catch fire 

immediately as  gaṅdhaka is highly inflammable. Precaution should be  taken while  using 

śalākā as it burns the gaṅdhaka and SO2 gas is released The gas may cause severe respiratory 

distress and hence using a mask to inhibit inhalation of  SO2 gas is very essential. 

 

BUILDING OF FURNACE - The building of a furnace requires the digging of a pit in the 

ground. A pit is dug in such a manner that its border  holds the lower half of the earthen pot. 

A tract is made to place wooden blocks and another tract is made exactly opposite to this to 

evacuate ash. Vents are made to help the fumes and gases  generated from wood fire escape 

and also for making the śalākā red-hot. The distance between the base of earthen pot and 

floor of furnace should be about 18 inches and the diameter of the pit  should equal to that of 

the earthen pot. This distance is enough for burning the wood and thus loss of fuel is 

prevented. A suitable chimney is must for this preparation. Smoke, various gasses and heat 

should have a good exit system. 

 

WOOD OR FIRE MATERIAL - Good quality dry wood is essential for this preparation. 

The temperature of furnace rises up to 1000 degree Celsius; Acacia wood is the best choice 

of wood to achieve this degree temp. Dried small pieces as well as blocks should be kept 

available throughout the time. Generally 100 to 130 kg of wood is required for a small to 

medium size furnace. This quantity of fuel is sufficient for giving heat for 24 hrs.  

Instead of wood one may use L.P.G., diesel or electric furnace for preparation. For 

controlling and recording the temperature in furnace, one can use thermometer or thermo 

Figure 4 - vālukā yaṅtra - Top view 
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couple. With these instruments one  can save the fuel as well as time. A thermometer or 

thermo couple with the range up to 500 degree Celsius is required. (Evaporation or boiling 

point of Hg is 359 degree Celsius). 

 

2. MAIN PROCEDURE: 

  The main procedure includes the gradation of the temperature or heat provided and 

the different stages of preparation. . 

 GRADATION OF FIRE: The following are the four-temperature gradient stated in texts. 

 1. Dīpāgni 

 2. Mṛdu agni 

 3. Madhyama agni 

 4. Tīvra agni  

  

Dīpāgni : In this phase where the temperature given to the earthen pot or iron bucket is very 

low, bucket becomes little hot. This phase should last for an hour. Temperature of sand 

should rise only up to 50 degrees Celsius.  

Mṛdu agni : In this phase the heat is given in such a way that the mixture of pārada and 

gaṅdhaka - kajjalī becomes wet like mud (Paṅka avasthā). One or two bubbles should be 

seen in the mixture or lines of smoke should come out of the bottle. This phase is very 

important with the Jāraṇā point of view. This phase lasts from 6 hours to 24 hours depending 

upon quantity of gaṅdhaka in the Kajjalī. Temperature should be up to 150 degrees Celsius. 

Madhyama agni : In this phase gaṅdhaka gets  evaporated. A considerable  quantity of 

smoke comes out from the bottle. Continuous red- hot śalākā should be moved around the 

neck to remove gaṅdhaka, which sticks at neck of the bottle. Gaṅdhaka burns with very 

attractive blue flame in this phase. Continuous boiling of the mixture is seen at the bottom of 

the bottle. After complete burning of gaṅdhaka the flame disappears and bottom of the bottle 

turns red. At this stage a cork is fixed at the mouth of bottle. This phase lasts from 8 hours to 

24 hours depending upon the quantity of gaṅdhaka. Temperature should be up to 250 degrees 

Celsius. 

Tīvra agni : In this phase constant, high grade heat is given. Before starting tīvra agni the 

sand surrounding the neck of bottle is removed, otherwise the siṅdūra which gets collected in 

the neck region may melt due to the heat of sand around it. As the mouth of the bottle is 

sealed, pārada which is inside the bottle sublimated to give a solid form and gets setteled at 

neck of the bottle. This pārada is red in colour. White coloured, shiny liquid pārada is 

converted to red and solid form that is known as siṅdūra. This phase lasts up to 8 hours to 24 
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hours depending upon the quantity of pārada. The temperature needed to achieve this stage is 

400 degrees Celsius. 

 

After completion of this process, the vālukā yaṅtra is allowed to cool down. Bottles must not 

be removed from the vālukā yaṅtra before it. 

 

3. AFTER PROCEDURE: This stage includes scrapping of the outside cotton cloth draped 

over the bottle and the skillful process of breaking of the glass bottle. The product should be 

thoroughly examined on various criteria’s like weight, appearance, color etc. and then can be 

put to use. 

REMOVAL OF COTTON CLOTH DRAPED AROUND THE BOTTLE : After giving 

continuous heat for 24 to 72 hrs. the cloth burns totally but clings tightly around the glass 

bottle. It is scraped and removed with a knife and the entire surface cleaned with wet cloth. 

Do not remove the plug fitted at the mouth of bottle.  

 

BREAKING OF GLASS BOTTLE: The solid mass of rasa siṅdūra, settled at the neck 

cannot come out of the bottle because of its narrow shape. So glass bottle has to broken very 

carefully in such a manner that not a single glass particle gets mixed with the final product.   

 

A cotton thread or thick cord which is soaked with kerosene is tied around the neck and 

ignited. The surface of the bottle becomes hot, single drop of water is sprinkled over it. The 

bottle cracks and breaks easily at the junction of cord. The final product siṅdūra is removed 

from neck of bottle with the help of a knife. There should be no residue remaining at the 

bottom of the bottle. (Fig 3-a and b- thread litting, c- breaking of bottle, d- getting 

siṅdūra) 

  

  
Figure 5-a      Figure 3-b 
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Figure 3-c      Figure 3- d 

The finished product or rasa siṅdūra so prepared is obtained from the neck of the bottle and 

hence is also known as ‘galastha rasāayana’. The formulation when extracted from the 

bottle is stark black in color but displays its expected red color when ground to fine powder 

or rubbed on a rough surface. The formulation is then examined for its weight and purity on 

some criteria described in the texts. 

 

 EXAMINATION OF THE PRODUCT:  

WEIGHT: Total quantity of siṅdūra obtained should be at least 1.16 times of pārada. If the 

weight of pārada and gaṅdhaka is 100 grams each, then the weight of the final product shall  

be 100 X 1.16 = 116 g. 

Low yield occurs when - 

1. Administration of excess amount of heat than required 

2. Improper Sealing of mouth of glass bottle. 

 3. Delayed madhyam agni procedure. 

 4. Unnecessary and improper use of śalākā. 

 5. Breaking of glass bottle.  

6. Improper covering of Clay and cotton on the bottle.  

COLOUR: Colour of the product must be red; it should not be black (dagdha pāka) or 

yellow red (mṛdu pāka). 

APPEARANCE: Sparkling and smooth surface from outside. It must be hard enough and 

should   turn red in colour if rubbed upon hard surface. 

ODOUR: The product should be odourless. The smell of sulphur indicates excess sulphur in 

the product.  
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Discussion: Rasa Siṅdūra is one of the important kalpana among various Rasa kalpanas. 

This kalpanā mainly consists of two processes –  

1. Jāraṇā of gaṅdhaka on pārada is done with the help of agni  and  

2. ‘Jārita pārada’ is to be sublimed at the neck part of the glass bottle. 

This ‘kaṅthastha kalpa’ i.e. the sublimed pārada kalpa at the neck of the bottle is uṣṇa, 

tīkśṇa, laghu in properties and is therapeutically used for the various actions such as pācana, 

śoṣaṇa and bhedana. 

 When such a procedure of  gaṅdhaka jāraṇā is done only with  pārada and gaṅdhaka,  

it is termed as Rasa siṅdūra, whereas when the kalpa has some other  metals like gold, silver 

etc. mixed in this kajjalī of pārada and gaṅdhaka then the sindūra is named as per metal 

(dhātū) included in the reaction e.g. ‘suvarna siṅdūra, roupya siṅdūra’ etc. When such types 

of  sindūra kalpas are prepared with the additional effects of metals, then they not only work  

like Rasa sindūra but more their inclination also goes according to the therapeutic action of 

dhātus. e.g. suvarṇa sindūra works as ‘balya rasāyana’ and tāmra sindūra as ‘lekhana, 

bhedana’. 

 Some important points to note in the preparation of Rasasiṅdūra are- 

 1. Agni prakriyā i.e. controlled and correct amount of heat.   

 2.  Duration / time period.  

Agni Prakriyā: 

While preparing Rasa sindūra, heat given to the kalpa is divided into three stages namely - 

mṛudvagni, madhyamāgni and tīvrāgni.  

a) Paṅka avasthā and phase of mṛudvagni :  

(See video clip for – Paṅka avasthā) 

In mrudvagni phase, intensity of the heat provided to the mixture of pārada and gaṅdhaka 

(kajjalī) must be such that the kajjalī will remain in ‘paṅka avasthā’. If one considers that 24 

Hrs. are required to prepare Rasa sindura then mṛdvagni must be given for 8 hrs. To maintain 

the paṅka avasthā of kajjalī for 8 Hrs. the person governing the process must maintain the 

exact needed amount of heat. If the intensity at heat decreases then paṅka avasthā  of kajjalī 

will be not be maintained and it will become dense or solid. Furthermore it takes much more 

time to regain the form of paṅka avasthā of kajjalī. This is an unnecessary wastage of time 

and fuel.  On the other hand, if the heat given becomes more than what is actually needed, 

then kajjalī crosses the paṅka avasthā, It means gaṅdhaka gets to its sublimation point and 

starts evaporating out of the bottle. This reduces the time span needed for the jāraṇa action of 
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gaṅdhaka on pārada.  Longer the gaṅdhaka and pārada stay together in paṅka avasthā,, 

pārada gains the benefit of properties of the gaṅdhaka and becomes more effective. (içáCçJççvç).  

 In short, due to more intense heat gaṅdhaka evaporates at an early stage and the 

duration of jāraṇā decreases. Due to short time of co-existence of pārada and gaṅdhaka the 

required transfusion and alterations of attributes (saṁskāra) do not take place. This 

compromises the efficiency of the final product. Hence it is very important to maintain the 

particular continuity of ‘paṅka avasthā’ for specific time period.  

 

b) Red bottom avasthā and phase of madhyamāgni :  

(See video clip for – madhyamāgni avasthā  and gaṅdhaka jāraṇa )  

After the mṛudvagni saṅskāra, one has to continue agnī saṅskāra with madhyamāgni. In 

mṛudvagni saṅskāra phase, after the completion of ‘jāraṇā’ process, gaṅdhaka which is of no 

more use has to leave the glass bottle. If one considers this as the phase of madhyamāgni 

avasthā, then following changes are expected to take place during this phase. Slowly the 

kajjalī in paṅka avasthā starts boiling. And due to increased intensity of heat (madhyamāgni ) 

gaṅdhaka remained after the jāraṇā, slowly evaporates with increasing rate. It burns with 

blue color near the neck and at the opening of glass bottle. Gradually the intensity and 

frequency of blue flame increases as the greater amount of gaṅdhaka gets burns out. After 

complete burning of gaṅdhaka, the blue flame disappears. At this stage one can see the 

continuous boiling of kajjalī in the form of small bubbles at the bottom of the bottle. In 

continuation of this stage after some more time bottom of the bottle turns red. Up to this stage 

madhyamāgni is indicated.  

Approximately the expected duration to get this phase of red bottom of glass bottle from 

paṅka avasthā is 8 hrs. If the amount of heat given, in this phase is less than expected then 

this causes waste of time. On the contrary if the intensity of heat is more than expected it 

causes the speedy evaporation of gaṅdhaka along with pārada, which also starts evaporating 

and burning at the neck of bottle. If pārada gets burn, yield of sindūra decreases and it 

contributes to less amount of medicine. So to prevent any loss of valuable medicine, one must 

be very careful to maintain the needed amount of agnī (here madhyamāgnī). During this stage 

the moderate use of red hot śalākā is indicated to keep the neck of bottle sufficiently open for 

passage of evaporating gaṅdhaka. 

 In Nut shell, one must acquire the skill of maintaining correct intensity of heat in this 

phase, which will allow only gaṅdhaka to evaporate and not pārada.  
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c) Mudrā avasthā and phase of tīvrāgnī :  

(See viedo clip for Pidhāna Avasthā)  

When the bottom of the bottle turns red hot, a cork is placed at the opening of the bottle to 

seal it, and then tīvrāgnī is given.  

Like the mṛudu and madhyamāgni, the duration of this phase is also 8 hrs. As long as the 

accuracy in these initial phases is maintained, a quality improvement of final product can be 

seen in this stage. 

 If the needed changes, expected during first two phases of mṛudvagni and 

madhyamāgni performed correctly then it normally takes 16hrs. Then it becomes easy to 

understand and estimate the duration for the third phase of tīvrāgnī. But if the changes in the 

initial phases failed in estimated time, due to any reason, then to understand the timing of this 

phase of tīvrāgnī becomes very difficult.  

 Because in this phase after placing the cork at the mouth of bottle, neither one can see 

the changes taking place inside the glass bottle nor can see pārada settling and getting dense 

at the neck of bottle. Pārada in this phase starts sublimating and this initiates the conversion 

of white colored shiny pārada to sindūra i.e. red colour. The sublimated vaporized pārada 

when reaches the comparatively cooler surface of the neck of bottle conversation of vapors of 

pārada solidifies into red color sindūra form, as per the shape of neck of bottle. 

 Thus the correct judgment of the tīvrāgnī can be better achieved only by recurring 

practice of the total procedure of siṅdūra preparation.  

 

Conclusion : The  good practice of correct intensity of agni, can only earn one a good red 

colored solid and dense structured, heavy, firm ( not easily breakable ) one piece siṅdūra. 
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 

 LEECH BREEDING IN SAṀHITȦ & PREVAILING METHOD 

Vd. Sagar Kad B.A.M.S,  P.G.D.P.C 

 

Abstract - A shodhana through Raktamokshan is routinely practiced by Āyurvedica  

physicians.So there should be availability of leeches is more important thing to do this kind 

of practices. Hence to avoid commercial status and easy availability of leeches, this leech 

breeding experiment has been done. During practical study of this topic three different 

breeding environments were provided to leeches. Those are; Clay pot method which is 

classical, second one is Plastic pot method which is prevailing and after observing these two, 

the third one is Glass pot method, which was newly design for leech breeding. It results that 

Glass pot method is comparatively better than other methods for maintenance of leeches. But 

it needs more specification and more improved study of leech’s behavior for most effective 

breeding success at individual basis project. More specific and focused and long term study 

for behavior of leeches in glass pot environment would help determine the best methods 

with respect to farming and breeding. 

 

Aim – Compartive study of breeding methods of leeches to aid easy and ample 

availability of healthy jalaukā for āyurvedica therapy of raktamokṣṇa. Methods – 

Leeches were kept in three different environments, in clay pots, plastic pots and glass 

pots to study their behavior, breeding tendency and sustainability in these and 

determine the best possible circumstances for farming and breeding of leeches. Results 

– This preliminary study results proved that glass pot environment was convenient and 

easy for maintainence and use of modern filteration and aeration methods do not cause 

any adverse effects on leech behavior and life expectancy.  

Introduction – Raktamokṣaṇa or therapeutic blood letting is one of the most important 

methods of śodhana therapy described in the āyurvedica texts. Jalaukāvacaraṇa or 

application of leeches for the purpose of therapeutic blood-letting is one effective and 

important methods of raktamokṣṇa.  therapy applied today. The āyurvedica texts describe 

this therapy in great detail with pre and post procedures to ensure excellent results. Leech 

therapy has also caught international attention with the increase in the number of modern day 

plastic surgeons attempting to relieve venous congestion, especially in transplant surgery 

with the help of leech application. New research has brought forth a boost in the demand for 

leeches in India as well as the developed nations. However, there are hardly any methods 

proposed for the commercial breeding and farming of leeches to ensure availability of healthy 

and non-poisonous leeches for medical purposes.  

The āyurvedica literature and the world wide web both provide with ample information 

regarding different methods of leech farming. However, to ensure steady and reliable supply 
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of leeches, bred in the most natural and healthy habitat possible, for use by the āyurvedica  

community, the experiment mentioned here attempts a comparative study between the 

classical and the prevailing methods of leech breeding and farming practiced today. 

 

Aims and Objective- It was comparative study between Classical method and Prevailing 

method, so it should needed literature study. Literature study has been done according to an 

ayurved text like as Vāgbhata saṁhitā, Suśruta saṁhitā, etc.as well as through authentic 

world wide web. After this study it was necessary to prepare natural habitat for leeches 

according to classical method and preavailing methods. By observing behavior of leeches in 

both conditions, it was aim to design new low maintenance and continent method for 

breeding of leeches.  

Methodology- Observations of leeches like as their size, movements, color, growth, habitat, 

egg hatching etc. were noted by giving them different breeding environment. Two methods 

were performed during practical study. First one is Clay pot method which is under the basis 

of āyurvedica texts as described in Vāgbhata saṁhitā and Suśruta saṁhitā. Second one is 

Plastic pot method which is generally used now a day to breed leeches at large scale. After 

observing both methods a new modified glass pot method were design to give better breeding 

environment to leeches. Those methods are described in details as following: 

 

1. Clay pot method (According to Vāgbhata saṁhitā and Suśruta saṁhitā) :  (Fig1, 2) 

      6 clay pots were used for this method. Diameter each of pot were 27cm. Their Capacity 

of water containing was 2 liter per pot .3 pots were used in alternate manner. Each pot 

contains only water and mud. All pots were covered with plastic net. Plastic net was tighten 

with rubber 

band neatly. 3 

pots kept in 

one round 

shaped plastic 

pot together. 

Approximate 

no. of leeches 

kept in per 

pot was 25. ( 

 2. Plastic pot method (Prevailing method):(Fig.3)  -   

A rectangular shaped plastic pot was used for this 

method sized of  2 x 1 x 1 ft. This had water 

containing Capacity of 15 liters. 200 leeches 

Figure 1 
Figure 2 

Figure 3 
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of different size and colour were stored in plastic pot. In plastic pot leeches provided with  

water, bricks with artificial holes on  it, a clay pot containing mud, green algae .It is observe 

that most of the small leeches likes to rest in hole of bricks, some in mud and few on green 

algae.All the leeches swims like waves in water. Some leeches sticks on walls and corner of 

the pot.And likes to come out from pot. For avoiding it, a sponge pieces stacked on upper 

margin of the pot. Leeches cant cross the sponge because of it is porous so they can’t make 

vaccum by their posterior sucker on sponge for movement. 

3. Glass Pot method: (After comparison with above methods) (Fig.4,5) 

            

 

 

 

 

A  rectangular glass pot used for this method sized of  2 x 1.5 x 1.5 ft. Which has water 

containing capacity of 40 liters. 3 partitions were done in same pot. One partition was for 

mud, one for stones and another one for water. Partitions were also of glass partition. Height 

kept of partitions: - a) Between Mud and Stones- 18cms b) Between Stones and water- 

16cms. Artificial holes created on the partition between mud and stone section. Sponge 

pieces stacked on the upper margin of pot.One electric water pump fitted at bottom of water 

section.  

Observations:  

A. Clay pot provides proper ventilation 

because opening of pot is wide. Inner diameter 

of pot is also wide so it has more space for 

leeches for movement. Clay pots are porous so 

it maintains temperature. 

Only it needs careful about water level, because 

much water evaporating and oozing out from 

clay pot. 

When water lagged out it spreads on floor so it is 

necessary to all clay pots should kept in one 

container pot. Cleaning of pot is difficult to 

maintain internal structure of pot. Because of 

Figure 4 Figure 5 

Figure 6- Leech Cacoon 

Figure 7 – Clay pot and bricks 
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material thrown away may carry eggs of leeches.    

B.  Plastic pot provides more space for swimming and resting to leeches. By sticking sponge 

on margin it need not to cover it by plastic net. So it gives proper ventilation. But It was very 

difficult to change water and wash the plastic pot because it disturbs all the internal structure. 

As well as in summer plastic pot gets somewhat warmer so it can’t maintain the proper 

temperature.  

C.  In Glass pot three different sections were more comfortable to leeches to thrive. Leeches 

can easily travel from one section to another section. Glass material gives internal view of 

pot. It was more convenient way for observation of leech habitat. Mud and water section 

were separate so there was less need of water changing every 3
rd

 day. Water pump absorb 

secretions of leeches from water section and let out dirty water. It avoids disturbing internal 

structure of pot. Glass material was also good material for maintaining temperature So less 

harmful in summer than plastic pot. Sponge avoids leeches come out from pot. It also 

provides proper ventilation. Only to be careful for Glass pot, it is delicate material 

 

Discussion:  

          When actual work were started, then it was necessary to collect information about 

leeches according to modern science and Āyurvedica  texts. So after the visits to zoology 

dept. of some colleges, but unfortunately no data found there. Also an attempt was done to 

we had contact with Zoology Survey of India, Calcutta, but they too can’t give any details 

about it.  Finally it’s decided to collect data from World Wide Web. So above data was 

collected from various authentic websites after needed verification.  

           According to above study, initially it was observed that both methods were suitable for 

leeches. But in summer, leeches in plastic pot have more mortality. It is because plastic 

container gets warmer than clay pot. So it needs to provide proper shade or cool place for 

storage in summer. In plastic container, it’s also necessary to change water every day, for 

reducing mortality. One more thing was observed that, number of (200) leeches in one pot are 

harmful factor for mortality of leeches. So if we reduce no. of leeches per pot up to 50 or 60 

it will be better to survive to leeches. They will also get more space for locomotion.     

          According to āyurvedica aspect water should be changed every 3
rd

 day from clay pot. 

Quantity of water in a clay pot was little so it was not difficult to change it. But changing 

water from plastic pot was a difficult task. Plastic pot used to gets very dirty after 5 to 7
th

 day. 

Leeches secrets blackish stool.  Also secrets sticky substance through skin. All such debris 

were used get settled on a pot surface. So while cleaning the pot internally it used to disturb 

inner habitat of leeches. So it was major problem faced during changing and cleaning of 

plastic-pot.  

          But in Glass pot method glass material was used for breeding environment, then it gave 

internal view of pot. Temperature was cool as compare to plastic pot. Because of separated 

Mud and water section, it was avoided  water to get cloudy. And there was one more separate 

section for stones between the mud and water section. Water changing instrument like plastic 
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pump, was very helpful to clean out dirty water and suck secretions of leeches. It was very 

important to maintain internal structure. 

 

Conclusion: 

                       According to Zoology breeding time of leeches were described as June to 

August. In practical study, one cocoon (egg of leech) was found in clay plot method. But in 

eight months of practical only one cocoon was found (Fig.6) in out of 700 leeches. This 

timing matches with what is given in zoological literature. (June to August). But question is 

that why no more cocoons were found in same season? It is not great issue because of we 

can’t give same breeding habitat to leeches like as any natural pond. So it is positive thing 

that, leech can breed also in small scale of natural habitat. Only it is needful to do more 

study about breeding and need more modification in breeding environment methods. 

Furthermore the long duration of this type of study is needed for understanding and 

developing leech breeding.  

 

So it is better to say Glass pot method comparatively good than other methods. Cleaning 

and natural habitat maintenance was easy with this method. Observation of leech habitat is 

easy to note through glass pot method. But it has great scope to breeding with more 

improved study and practicals.  
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Vaidya Vasant Dattatray alias Bhaiyyarao Gautam – Specialties of 

Treatment -  Life sketch  Bhaiyyarao Gautam 

Prof. Vd. Mihir Hajarnavis - M.D. (Kayachikitsa & Swasthavritta),  Head Dept. Of Swasthavritta, 

Tilak Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Pune. 

Prof. Vd. Upendra Dixit -M.D., Ph.D. (Samhita) HOD, Samhita and Siddhant dept, Gadhinglaj. 

Education of Ayurveda – Degree of 

Ayurveda from Tilak Maharashtra 

Vidyapeeth 

Work in the field of Ayurveda – 

Successfully operated Āyurvedica  

clinic for  65 years 

He operated Ayurveda clinics at 

Solapur, Akkalkot and Pune. For 18 

years operated Ayurveda OPD every 

Thursday in Shivpuri at Akkalkot. 

There the OPD was of nearly 250- 

300 patients. He operated the clinic 

at Pune from 1991 to 2004. He 

regularly worked as an OPD doctor 

at Tilak Maharshtra University’s 

Sadashiv Peth building. Well known 

Vaidya B.P.Nanal was his colleague. 

In 1993 he donated all the necessary items from Solapur clinic to Shivmudrankan Pratishthan 

and started OPD section and operated it till 1996.  

Work other then āyurveda : Worked as a volunteer for RSS at Nagar District. Had 

discontinued his education in āyurveda while working as a volunteer which he completed 

later. He was imprisoned at the time of emergency. In Yerwada prison also he asked for 

medicines and grinder and did (Khalvīkalpa) along with his mates. He even regularly did 

agnihotra in the prison. 

Dawalbakta was the actual surname of Vaidya Gautam. When he was working for RSS, the 

then ex-RSS chief (Sarsaṅghacālaka), Golwalkarguruji named him as Gautam and told him 

to start the practice of Ayurveda at Solapur. He became the disciple of Gajanan Maharaj 

Rajimwale of Shivpuri in Akkalkot and because of that every Thursday he used to go there 

with medicines and his compounder Nagarjuna alias Naga on his Vespa scooter for treatment. 

His regular attire was white dhotar and white kurta. 

He worked for many years with Vaidya Mukundrao Gaikwad and Vaidya Dada Shah 

Ujanikar. He made a locket of solidified mercury (pārada) and wore it around his neck. This 

Vd. Vasant Dattatray Gautam 

(30June 1919 – 31 March 2004) 
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group of vaidyas, modified the composition of many regularly used medicines and used them 

in their work. Some of the major medicines whose composition was altered are as follows: 

1. Sutaśekhara– In it manganese powder was used instead of suvarṇa (gold). Sutaśekhara. 

But to make it further effective and to make it further useful he prepared the compound of 

Jaharmohra Khatai pishti, powder of shield of the roots of Uṅtakatārī plant and also 

Koṁbadnakhī mūla. Also used a specifically prepared tāmra bhasma prepared with 

tāpyahata-tāmra.  

The new combination with manganese (instead of suvarṇa bhasma) powder, jaharmohra 

khatai pishti, powder of roots of uṅtakatārī and kombadnakhi, the sutaśkhara has been 

named as ‘Navyasutaśekhara’
1

It was used for all the results as that of sutaśkhara. 

Manganese purification was done as per routine purification of other minerals with the help 

of oils, butter milk, Gomutra (cows urine) aranala (water of decomposed food), decoction of 

kulatha ( horse gram). 

2. Tribhuvanakīrti  rasa - This medicine is prepared by adding juice of basil leaves. Basil is 

termed as surasā. But another plant nirguṅdi (vitexnigundi) is also called surasā in the 

Āyurvedica  texts. Here, along with basil juice of nirguṅdi leaves is also used to increase the 

potency  of tribhuvanakīrti and make it more effective. Black nirguṅdi is especially used in 

it. 

3. Caṅdrakalā rasa – Kevadā (Kevada odoratissimus) extract in this compound is used in 

combination with some other items of cool nature. 

4. Ārogyawardhinī vati - In this compound the components are triturated with niṁba 

(Azadaracta indica) juice. The word niṁba stands for paribhadra but in the changed version 

it has been also added up with pāṅgarā (Erythrina variaegata, Indian coral tree). Here the 

meaning of paribhadra is also understood as pāṅgarā
2
 (which also has paribhadra as a 

synonym). The juice of white pāṅgarā bark or decoction of the bark is used. This medicine is 

especially used for the treatment of various skin diseases. 

5. Muktā śukti piśti - Oysters are to be treated in buttermilk and rosewater to be added to it 

and it can be used in place of prawal. 

 

 

                                                           
1
. .According to Vaidyaraj Mukundrao Gaikwad’s book “Navyasutśekhara ani śatayoga prabaṅdha” the basic 

lessons of Sutshekhar are by Nagarjuna and respected Pujyapadacharyaji. In respected Pujyapadacharyaji’s 
Saar sangrah granth lesson “Mrutam loham” has also been found. By the study of books like ‘Loha śāstra’ and 
‘Revaṇa siddha kruta Siddha sārāmruta’ it is expected that out of various types of irons ‘Sahasratravedhi’ or 
‘Vaikraṅtaka dhātu’ is to be used here. Based on this the use of Manganese is decided in the combination of 
sutaśekhara rasa. Further details can be found in his book. According to Vaidyaraja Gautam in the ore of 
manganese besides iron there are many more functions like that of raktasthāpana, vātarakta śamana and 
even phiraṅgnāśana. 
2
 . Paribhadra ( Paṅgārā) – It has the qualities of treating the problems related to blood, cough , and acidity. It 

has the quality of ‘Dipana’ as a result it cures the skin health by controlling the formation of amla liquids. It 
controls the meda dhātū as a result controls sweating too and improves the skin quality. It even cures worms 
and raktaśodhanā and so is useful in kuśtha (Skin Diseases). 
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Some practice specifications:  

1. Gautam guruji used dhamāsa (Fagonia arabica), Godanti bhasma (Gypsum), 

gorakhamuṅdī (Sphaeranthus Indicus), jaharmohara khatai pishti (Calx Serpentine), and 

suvarṇa makśika bhasma a lot. A lot of dhamasa grows around Solapur. It was a practice to 

use only green powder of dhamāsā paṅcaṅga. Even a little yellowish dhamāsa was not used 

by him.  

2. His method was to prepare godaṅtī bhasma in one puta. For all asthi related problems, 

godaṅtī was his drug of choice.  

3. Combination of jaharmohra with rose water, he used for many types of fevers and in 

‘vātapittaśāmaka’ conditions.  

4. He used to give the reference of the lines from Dnyaneshwari about Gorakhmundi. It was 

like this- “Jaṁbhaī watunī rasukālvunī alasu modala pajavā”
3
. Jambhai means Gorakhmuṅdī 

– with paṅcaṅga its powder to be mixed wih alasu means atasī (flax seeds) it is given to 

drink, it cures tama guṇa. He used Mundi for treating most of his patients. 

He preferred to prepare his medicines. His compounder Naga used to prepare the medicines 

under his guidance. He used to prepare his medicines in the balcony of his flat on third floor 

in Solapur. After triturating with chāṅgerī swaras he used to prepare niścaṅdra abhraka 

bhasma, just in one puta.  

Some of the important views about Vaidya Gautam’s treatment: 

He was of the view that the medicines should be of very good potency and effective He used 

to always say that without miracle there is no regard. A number of times he had to give 

emergency treatment to many patients. He was of the opinion that out of some of the other 

medicines every vaidya should have hemagarbha, Trailokyaciṇtāmaṇī and Suvarṇa 

sutaśekhara these three medicines with him. He was expert in Nādī parīkśā. By examining 

through nādī he could tell if the Hernia is on right side or left side. By examining nādī he 

could understand if the patient had consumed curds or any other thing which he was not 

supposed to have. 

He used to minutely observe the reasons of the ailment and where exactly the patient is going 

wrong he used to explain it to the patient and even gave the reason for the ailment to the 

patient. He used to insist on healthy daily routine. For example – he asked the patients of – 

pratiśyāya, tamakaśwāsa, kāsa and sthoulya about their consumption of water. It was found 

out that they had more water than required. He explained it to them that as a result of over 

consumption of water they may have the problem of pratiśyāya etc in the future. He advised 

them to consume less water and gave medicines and the result was effective. He told the 

patients of acidity to avoid drinking water immediately after meals but to have it after a gap 

of one and a half hours. He also use to state his observation that the people who ate sour and 

spicy food consume more water.It has been noted that one of the patient who was having 

fever for more than fifteen days was advised strict diet and the good results were observed. 

                                                           
3
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He prescribed the kādhā of water to the patients of ‘Nava jwara’. For this kadha fifty cups of 

water needs to be boiled and only one cup of water should remain. Whatever heat energy is 

used in evaporating forty nine cups of water is all concentrated in one cup of remaining water 

and this kadha is very effective for digestion. There being the requirement of fasting for the 

eye related problems he convinced the patients to observe laṅghana by telling its importance 

and then only treated them. 

He followed a very healthy routine of getting up early morning, exercise, surya namaskāra, 

whole body massage then abhyaṅga snana, agnihotra at sun rise and sun set and taking 

meals only twice in a day i.e. at 8.30-9.00 am and evening at 4.00 pm. From the age of fifty 

till the last he maintained the discipline of not having food after the sunset. He strictly 

followed the rule of not drinking water until and unless thirsty and avoided to drink water 

during the meals. He was the best example of the impressive personality of a medical 

practitioner.  

Vaidya Gautam always said that one needs to think that why the genetic ailments are genetic. 

Prameha, tamakśwāsa and some more such health problems are visible in the families from 

generation to generation. The root cause of these diseases are there in the families from 

generation to generation, especially in their eating habits and behavioral patterns. In some of 

the homes the cooking does not start before 9, 10, 11 pm in the night and before 1, 2, 3 pm in 

the afternoon. He used to say, in such a condition if someone consumes food after the proper 

time of digestion (consuming food) is passed, what else can happen besides development of a 

disease like prameha. 

He himself used to go and collect the medicinal plants for his clinic. His knowledge was vast 

about the medicinal flora. Once Vaidya Kolhatkar sir and we some of the students went to 

Velha with him for seeing and knowing about the flora. Some of the unique medicinal flora 

that we saw with him are – Gangawati, which is known as ‘Kutryachi Tambakhu’- it grows 

everywhere, Kuppi or Harit manjiri – it is used to clear the cough from the chest. He 

suggested referring the book about medicinal plants by Dr. V.G. Desai. He used such 

medicinal plants which were not used in routine practice by other vaidyas. He used to keep  

the powder of ‘candramukhī’, ‘droṇapuṣpī’, ‘nīlāṁbi’ in his clinic. ‘Candramukhī’ was used 

as anti-venom as he had observed that in the fight between the snake and Mongoose, the 

Mongoose on and off goes in the vegetation around eats ‘candramukhī’ leaves and gets ready 

for the fight again and defeats the snake. He used ‘droṇapuṣpī’ for āmavāta, saṅdhivāta and 

saṅdhi śotha .  He used for  it especially for āma pācana. He used ‘nīlāṁbi’ for various 

ailments. 

Some of the special compounds used by Vaidya Gautam are –  

1. Yogāmruta peya – It’s a combination of sārivā, śuṅthī, arjuna. One spoon per cup was 

advised instead of tea or coffee. He advised herbal tea to many of his patients. He 

prepared this drink in water or only milk. He himself had it and even offered it to his 

visitors. 
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2. śulaghna onintment – He prepared this ointment by adding concentrate of ajamodā 

(Trachyspermum ammi Linn), concentrate of mint and camphor and also yellow wax and 

‘kokama’ (Garcinia indica) oil to the petroleum jelly base. It was very useful for relief 

from headache, knee pain, backache etc. 

3. Hair oil – He gave the combination of bhṛigarāja (Eclipta alba) extract, brāmhī (Bacopa 

monnieri) extract and pulp of Aloe vera etc. to his patients for hair growth. 

4. He himself prepared udvartana powder which he himself used and even gave to his 

patients. He prepared it with the combination of śikakai (Acacia concinna), ariṣtaka 

(Sapindus trifoliatus), bakucī (Psoralea coryifolia), triphala, Orange peels etc. a 

combination 16-17 items. 

 

Though Gautam sir, himself being very experienced senior vaidya, he always compiled the 

good experiences of the amateur practitioners. Vaidya Gautam had the knowledge of various 

combinations. He had the habit of collecting the information from various calendars and 

magazines and note them down. He used to tell a lot of medicines from Nātha saṁpradāya. 

Some of the compounds suggested and used by him: 

1.       One special Anubhuta rasāyana yoga
4
 - 

Kimatrachitram yadī  vajravallī saśarkarā goghrutasaṅyutāchet. 

Masena hanyāt vividhaṅśca rogāna masatrayam youvanamatnoti. 

Here Vajravalli means the plant named Asthi śṛunkhalā (Cissus Quadrangularis).  

2. Jāṅgida maṇi of Atharva veda – Finger sized pieces of vacā (Acorus calamus) to be 

soaked in the decoction of ajamodā (Trachyspermum ammi Linn) and one night in the garlic 

juice. After drying it, keep in the box of camphor. The vacā to be cut in smaller pieces and 

then to be fastened in red and black thread and worn around the neck or vest. This Jāṅgid 

mani was used for ‘graha chikītsā’ The use of vacā on the body keeps away the insects, 

snakes, scorpio etc. Especially he used it for the small kids. 

3. SwaryaVati 
5
 – Brahmadaṅdi vacā śuṅthī pipplī madhukaī saha. 

           Saptarātra prayogena kinnaraisaha gīyate. 

Gautam sir, use this as swarya vati in his practice.  

 

In his interview about sūkśama auṣadhī system of medicine preparations in 1994, he said 

that medicines with kajjalī as one of its contents are all micro medicines as they have the 

micro specification for execution of therapeutic action (gāmītva). For seriously ill people he 

himself used to prepare the medicine, by mixing and rubbing mātrās . He used to always 

carry with him ‘pottalī form’ of Mahālaxmīvilāsa, Mahāvātvidhvansa, Sutaśekhara matrā 

etc. He use to put honey in the dried ginger juice and mix it up and keep in a box for 

dispensing the patients. This was expected to be used 3-4 times a day, by patient. 

                                                           
4
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Vaidya Gautam’s mother used to practice as a vaidya. According to the ancient vaidya 

custom that she used to prepare the combination of pānśera (a traditional Marathi name) 

leaves with butter and sugar. The patient was advised to comsume them empty stomach. 

After taking it the patient was strictly advised not to eat anything for 7-8 hours. For next 

three months they were strictly supposed to avoid spicy and sour food items. This helped the 

patients to recover from aṛśa. She used to do it as charity and never charged even a single 

rupee for it. There was a donation box and whatever amount was collected in it which was 

donated by the patients was handed over to ‘Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram’.  

Gautam sir’s vast experience in emergency and effective medicines made his views all the 

more important. He proved by treating a number of patients, that āyurvedic medicines can 

give instant results and can be effectively used as life saving medication. He was of the 

opinion that every vaidya should keep a pack of various effective āyurvedic medicinal 

combinations, honey and ārdaka satva. 

Vaidya Gautam sir used to go for his clinic at Shiv mudrankan Pratishathan, talegaon 

Vaidya Sudarshan Bachhav who was one of the students of sir started handling the Gautam 

sir’s clinic after completing his graduation.  

Guruvarya Gautam sir used to narrate number of stories about ‘Maharshi Annasaheb 

Patwardhan’s’ medicinal practice. He was a very affectionate and expert vaidya with the 

depth in voice. He created a niche in Ayurveda through his knowledge of herb identification 

and its uses and also rasa śāstra. He was a vaidya with high level of spiritualism. 

Throughout his life he got the support of his wife in all his works. Sou. Leelatai Gautam was 

a teacher in a school at Solapur. Like sir she also worked for Rashtra Sevika Samiti. She 

really behaved in an affectionate way with all the students. Gautam sir donated his 

Dattadham apartment flat at Munjaba lane where he resided, to Rashtra Swayamsevak 

Sangha.  

Due to this article we really have become nostalgic by Gautam sir’s memories and through it 

we have tried to bring forth his specialties before the world of Ayurveda.   
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CRITICAL STUDY OF MĀDHAVA  CIKITSĀ 

Vd. Shrirang Galgali M.D., Ph.D. (ayu), M.A. (Sanskrit) 

Key Words : mādhava nidāna, rogaviniścaya, cikitsā, avasthā, bruhattrayi, mādhavācārya, 

caraka, suśruta, āṣṭanga hrudaya, sangraha, mādhavī cikitsā, cikitsā grantha, kalikā, 

tisaṭācarya, mādhava, Vrinda ṃādhava, cakradatta, grahaṇī, aktapitta, kṣaya roga, śloka, 
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avasthā, sūtra, upakrama pradhāna, dravya, śalya, śālākya, cakrapāṇi 

Introduction  – Mādhava  cikitsā can be said to be one of the earliest texts written 

exclusively on the ‘Cikitsā’(Disease management and therapeutics) of different ailments. 

Mādhavāchārya, the author of this text is better known for his famous text on Nidāna 

(Diagnostics) ‘Rogvinishchaya’ or ‘Mādhava Nidāna’. Mādhava Nidāna is also considered 

as a pioneer work on medical diagnostics developed on the teachings from the bruhattrayi. 

Mādhvācharya has repeated his feat of being a pioneer by writing this compendium which 

deals solely with the subject of ‘Cikitsā’ or therapeutics of diseases based on the foundations 

of knowledge resourced from Caraka, Suśruta, Āṣṭanga Hrudaya and Āṣṭanga Sangraha 

compendiums. Though the Mādhava  cikitsā compendium did not receive as much popularity 

as the ‘Mādhava Nidāna, it can be said to be a milestone in Āyurvedica  history which 

initiated a new tradition of cikitsā grantha. This compendium appears to have been a role 

model for the cikitsā texts that were written in the later eras like the Vrinda mādhava, Chikitsa 

kalikā, and Chikitsa sara samgraha( Chakradatta).  

The Mādhavi Cikitsā is an unpublished manuscript with the Saraswati Library in Udaipur, 

Rajasthan, India. The script of Mādhavi Cikitsā was published in 1973 by Ayurveda Vishwa 

Bharati, Sardar Shahar, Rajasthan. However, this publication does not mention the BORI 

script and seems to have a lot of lacunae. This compendium which leads the way for the 

concept of writing texts which separated Cikitsā from Nidāna or Diagnostics, adopted 

usefully by later authors, is an essentially lesser known work of a very popular author in the 

field of Ayurveda.  

It is thence important to reinstate and study these and such other texts which can be a new 

etymological method for studying Āyurvedica  literature.  

 

Aims and objectives –  

1. The critical analysis of Mādhava Cikitsā by conducting a comparative study with 

bruhattrayi.  

2. Analysis of Cikitsā presented in this text with the other three Cikitsā texts namely - 

Vrinda mādhava, Chikitsa kalikā (Tisataacharya), and Chikitsa sara samgraha 

(Chakradatta). 

3. Attempt to analyze the reasons for the failure of Cikitsā grantha of Mādhava in failing 

to get an equal position as his work on Nidāna.  
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Description of available manuscripts of Mādhava  Cikitsā – The original authentic 

manuscript of this text is available with the ‘Bhandarkar Institute for Oriental Research’ 

(Catalogue No. 132/ 1882- 83).  

The other manuscripts available are –  

1. ‘Anupa Sanskrit Pustakalaya’ Prachya Vidya Prathishthaan’ Udaipur, Rajasthan.  

2. There are three manuscripts with the same title of ‘Mādhavi Cikitsā’ which were 

written by ‘Pratilipikar Mahisasura’ in 1463 Vikram Samvat at ‘Charu heli 

grama’. (CAN WE GIVE MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE ADDRESS OR 

AUTHOR?) 

3. Some reference available from Vd. Sohanlala Dadhich and Vd. Bhamvarlal 

Digada, who had worked with some of these manuscripts in 1973, was also 

considered. 

 

Method of study –  

The manuscript available with the Bhandarkar Institute for Oriental Research was decoded to 

a simpler and legible format. This manuscript was the compared with the available scripts of 

Mādhavi cikitsā which was published in 1973, by the Ayurveda Vishwa Bharati, Sardar 

Shahar, Rajasthan.  

The critical and comparative analysis was done on the basis of following guidelines – 

1. By analyzing the basic influence of bruhattrayi on each of the chapters and mark the 

formulations taken by Mādhava from each of the original texts.  

2. The formulations which are not taken from the bruhattrayi are considered as the 

original contributions by Mādhava. These were the formulations first cited in the 

Mādhava  Cikitsā and later referred to by the other Cikitsā grantha.  

3. The influence of Mādhava’s writings on Vrinda Mādhava and Cakradatta texts was 

evaluated on the basis of exposition, style, and formulations accepted from the 

bruhattrayi and from Mādhava Cikitsā compendium.  

4. The additions to the texts and the styles of writing of the Vrinda Mādhava and 

Cakradatta texts were also compared to the original Mādhava writings.  

5. Some lacunae were identified in Mādhava Cikitsā as compared to the other texts 

which followed in the later years.  

6. The text Cikitsā Kalikā was compared separately than as a group with other texts 

owing to its unique style and exposition.  

7. The comparisons were made with literary similarities.  

8. However, the critical study does not include any analysis and standardization of the 

formulations mentioned therein and their clinical efficacy.  

 

Some notable highlights of this critical analysis include the inclusions/ exclusions of 

certain formulations for the treatment of diseases mentioned below –  

1. Grahaṇī 

1.   Many prominent combinations from Caraka Samhita & Āṣṭanga Hridayam e.g.Nāgaradi 

cūrṇa, Bhunimbādi Cūrṇa, Madhukāsava, Chandanādi Ghrutam, Changeri ghrutam have 
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been cited in Mādhava  Cikitsā. In Caraka and Vāgbhata, Kalyānaka gudam is cited in 

Kalpasthāna, whereas in Mādhava  Cikitsā it is cited in Grahaṇī chapter.  Kshāra kalpanā , 

which has been described by the other texts, has not been included in this chapter by 

Mādhava . 

2.  Mādhava has narrated one kalpa/ formulation, which has not been mentioned by 

Brihattrayi – Sabilvagarbha Masura Ghruta, but has also been cited by Cakra and Vrinda. 

3.  The Mādhavi Chikitsa cites 11 original ślokas in the chapter of grahaṇī. These describe 

the role of ‘Takra’ and its limitations, along with some formulations like Bhāskara lavan, 

Laouhasara kalpa.  

4.  Cakradatta and Vrinda Mādhava cite nearly all the verses from Mādhava  Cikitsā. This 

text comprises of very few verses as compared to all other texts. The procedure of 

Tandulodaka, and Astapala Ghruta are original formulations from Vrinda Mādhava , while 

Pancalavan, Chukra preparation, Vartaka guṭikā, Ayamkanjika, Rasa Parpati, Tamra 

prayoga, Kushmānda- Guda- kalyānaka were first cited in Cakradatta. 

5.   No Cikitsā sūtra or any specification of āvasthā has been described in the text Mādhava  

Cikitsā, except for the first śloka in Mādhavi manuscript. 

2. Rakta pitta – 

1. Mādhava cites most of the śloka from Carak Samhita; like for example Vāsā Ghrutam, 

Shatāvari ghruta. The formulations like Anjanādi Ganam, Sārivadi Ganam, Utpalādi Ganam 

are resourced from Suśruta Samhita and Āṣṭanga Hridayam. 

2. The original contributions of Mādhava for this chapter include – Vāsā prashasti, Nāsiken 

Jala-Payah pan, Durvādi ghrutam, Khanda kushmānda, Pakvaudumber leham.  

3. Mādhavi cikitsā includes nearly 35 ślokas in addition to the ones mentioned in Mādhava  

Cikitsā. They are in continuation with the original text and also match the style of narration. 

Furthermore, this part has also been accepted and included by Vrinda Mādhava and 

Cakradatta texts. 

4. Vrinda Mādhava  and Cakradatta cite nearly all the ślokas from Mādhava  Cikitsā. But they 

have also contributed many new combinations like for example - Brihat-shatāvari Ghruta, 

Kāmdev ghruta, Saptaprastha Ghruta, Vāsā-khanda-Kushamānda, Vāsākhanda, khandādya 

loha etc. 

5. It is very surprising that Mādhava  Cikitsā has not mentioned any specific treatments 

according to different stages or avasthā. He has not even explained the ‘ādau stambhana 

nishedha’, in Raktapitta.  Furthermore, the entire pathya kalpanā has also been explained in a 

single śloka. On the contrary, Caraka Samhita and Cakradatta have cited many pathya 

combinations and recipes. Cakradatta also explains some specific pathya for Khandakadi 

loha in terms of Bhāvanā dravya pramāna, Sneha siddhi rules etc. 

 

3. Kṣaya Roga- Mādhava seems to have resourced most of the information from Caraka 

Samhita. The description here is segregated from different chapters, like the formulations of – 
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Chyavanprash (Rasāyana), Elādi guṭikā, Kol ksheerādi ghrutam, Yashtyādi ghrutam 

(Kṣatakṣeena), Tālispatrādi, Sitopalādi, Durālabhādya Ghrutam (Rajayshma), Vāsāvaleham 

(Raktapitta). Some from the āṣṭanga hrudaya has also been cited here – Balagarbhadashmool 

ghrutam, Jivantyādi Ghrutam. 

1. Most of the ślokas are accepted by both his followers, the Vrinda Mādhava and 

Cakradatta texts.  

2. Vrinda contributes original formulations like – Elādi manth, Sarpi gud, Agasti 

haritaki, Parāśara ghrutam, Cāgalādya ghrutam, Candanādya ghrutam. Cakradatta has 

also given a new direction to the chapter with some novel combinations like Trayodaśāng 

Kwāth, Kukubhādi kṣeer, Nāgabala leha, Navaneet prayoga, Lavangādi Cūrṇa, Vindyavāsi 

yoga, Rasendra guṭikā,  Ajapancaka Ghrutam, and the mention of Urahkṣat treatment. 

3. Mādhava has neither mentioned śodhana treatment for kṣaya roga, nor has he 

mentioned ‘Sarpi gud’ in this chapter. 

 

Some noteworthy contributions by Mādhava āchārya -  

The Mādhava Cikitsā has also made certain notable contributions to the field. This pioneer of 

Cikitsā grantha has introduced several combinations and formulations of drugs. These are 

original formulations not resourced from the bhruhattrayi and most of these have been accepted 

by Vrinda Mādhava  and Cakradatta. (The other known sources do not have these formulations, 

so the formulations are considered as original contribution of Mādhava.) Some such 

combinations have been listed here -   

 

i. Kaṣāya - (21) Aśtadashānga Kaṣāya, Dwatrishang Kwāth, Karvyadi Kaṣāyas, Caturdaśāng 

Kwāth (Jwara), Dhānya Pancaka (Atisaara), Māshabalādi kaṣāya (Vātavyādhi), Rasna 

saptak, Rasna pancak, Sunthyādi kwāth, Shatyadi kwāth (Amavata) , Dashmool yavādi 

kwāth, Vishvādi kwāth, Erandsaptak kwāth, Balādi kwāth(ParināmaShool) , Punarnavāśtaka 

Kwātha (Shothodara), Rasnādi kwāth (āntra vriddhi), Khadirodak, Khadirāstak kaṣāyam 

(Kustha), Nistushyavādi kwāth, Vāsādi kwāth,  Chinna-khadir kwāth (Amlapitta). 

 

ii. Cūrṇa – (12) Alambushsdi cūrṇa, Vaishvānar Cūrṇa, Hingubhāgottar cūrṇa(āmavāta) 

Ruchakādi cūrṇa, Hingvāshtak Cūrṇa, Sāmudrādi cūrṇa (ParināmaShool), Haritakyādi 

Cūrṇa (ānāha-Udāvarta), Vachādi Cūrṇa, Yavāni yoga, Hingvādi gulma bhedan (Gulma,) 

Samudrādi Cūrṇa (Udara), Pancanimba (Kustha). 

 

iii. Avaleha – (8) Caturbhadrāvalehika, Āṣṭangavalehika (Jwara), Bahushal gudam (Arsha), 

Khanda kushmand, Pakvaudumber leham (Raktapitta), Gud-Kushmānd (Kāsa), 

Khandāmalaka, (ParināmaShool), Punarnavādi leham ( Shotha). 

 

iv. Ghruta -  (16) Sabilvagarbha Masura Ghruta (samgrahaṇī), Agni ghruta(Arsha), Phala traya 

sarpi(Krimi), Durvādi ghrutam (Raktapitta),  Dashmoola Ghruta- Sāmisha (Kāsa), Chaitas 

ghruta(Unmāda), Amrita Ghrutam (Vāta rakta), Jeevakadi ghrutam, (Hridroga), Shilod-
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bhedādi ghrutam (Mutrāghata), Bindu Ghrutam, Hingvādi Ghrutam(Udara)  Gaouradi 

ghruta (Vrana), Mahāpadmaka Ghrutam, Durvādi Ghrutam (Visarpa-Visphotaka), 

Shashanka Ghrutam (Netra Roga), Sheet kalyānak Ghrutam (Stri- roga). 

 

v. Taila - (21) Narayan oil, Māsha oil, Māsha oil second, Trimshati Prasarani oil, Rason 

rasāyan (Vāta vyādhi), Punarnavādi Oil (āntra vriddhi), Tumbi oil, Cucundari oil, 

Candanādi oil ( Galgandādi), Visha oil (Kustha), Upodikadi oil, Haridrādvaya oil, 

Dhatryādi oil, Jingi oil, Kanaka oil (Kshudraroga), Shikhari oil, Vyāghri oil (Nāsa roga), 

Krishnādi oil, Goshakrit oil (Netra roga), Sadbindu oil (Shiroroga), Kutherak Oil (Vrana).  

 

vi. Āsava-ārista –(2) Madhushukta (Karna roga), Vajraka Kānjik (Striroga). 

 

vii. Lepa- (3) Vidaryādi lepa(Jwara), Padadāri malahar, Karanjbiijādi lepam (Kshudraroga). 

 

viii. Guṭikā – (16) Sunthi-madhu guṭikā (Atisāra), Pranada modak, Kankayan modak, Suran 

modak (Arsha), Mandur vajra vatakam (Pandu), Amritadya Guggulu (Vāta rakta), 

Sauvarcāladi Guṭikā (ParināmaShool), Trivritadi guṭikā(ānaha-Udavarta), Triphalā 

guggulu(Vrana), Lāksha guggulu, Abha guggulu (Bhagna), Saptvimshati Guggulu, Nava 

(karshik) vanshak Guggulu (Bhagandara), Saptang Guggulu(Nadivrana), Citrakadi 

guggulu(Kustha), Abhayadi Modaka(Virecana). 

 

ix. āhāra Kalpanā – (2)  Dashmool Yavāgoo (Kāsa), Trikantakādi Ksheer (Mutrāghāta). 

 

x. Others – (13) Maheshwara Dhup(Bhutonmāda), Bhallatakādi yoga, Granthikādi yoga, 

Cavyādi kalka (Urustambha), Kampillaka Saptacchdadi yoga(Prameha), Jalkumbhi 

yoga(Galgandādi), Darvyādi varti (Karna roga), Eranda pallavādi āschotana, 

Phanijjakādi Bidalaka, Armaghana Anjanas, Triphalādi Putapāka, Ksharānjana, 

Saindhavādi varti (Netra roga), Hastikarna rasāyana (rasāyana).  

 

Mādhava  Cikitsā mentions some very interesting uses of single drugs –  

i.  Jwara - Singular use of Katuka. 

ii. Atisāra - Ankol mool. 

iii. Raktapitta - Vāsa prashasti. 

iv. Kāsa - Phanji (means- Nārangi) prayoga. 

v. Swarabheda – Khadira Prayoga. 

vi. Gridhrasi - use of Eranda biija. 

vii. Vāta rakta - Guduchi prayoga, Vardhamān Pippali rasāyan. 

viii. Urustambha - Pippalyādi yoga. 

ix. Parinām shool - Shatāvari swrasa , Shambook prayoga. 

x. Hridroga - Arjuna Ksheerpak. 

xi. Aantra Vriddhi - Haritaki fried in castor oil 

xii. Bhagna - use of Rason. 
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Mādhava  also newly introduces some Ganas (Groups of drugs) – In jwara - Kirātadi 

gana (Caturbhadraka), Anjanādi Ganam, Sārivadi Ganam, Utpalādi Ganam (Raktapitta). 

 

Some new therapeutic orientations cited in Mādhava Cikitsā include - Nāsiken Jala-

Payah pan (Raktapitta), administration of Mahākalyanak ghruta for Bahushosha, Dhoop 

chikitsa in Parināmshool, Daurgandyahara pradeha (Meda), Use of Pakva and Apakva 

Snehapāna. 

Influence of Mādhava  on Vrinda and Cakra  

 Vrinda and Cakra can be said as the followers of Mādhava  in many aspects, 

including the basic theme of “Cikitsā grantha”. Both of them have cited several ślokas from 

Mādhava  Cikitsā. Several original combinations have also been mentioned in Vrinda 

Mādhava and Carkadutta but as these texts have been written in the later era, lot of 

information has been resourced from a range of compendiums like the bruhattrayis and other 

important texts which can be said as superior in dealing with the subject of cikitsā. It is very 

difficult to seek inspiration singly from the chapters from Mādhava Cikitsā which themselves 

appear to be holding some lacunae (for example the chapter on Pancakarma). And hence an 

attempt has been made to analyze the extent of influence of Mādhava on these texts on the 

basis of acceptance of ślokas from Mādhava in Vrinda Mādhava  and Cakradatta.  

It has been observed that out of total 81 chapters, 71 chapters can be cited as accepted by the 

Vrinda Mādhava  and Cakradatta texts. Out of these 71 chapters, only 12 chapters depict 

partial or nil acceptances. Thus, in all 59 chapters are well resourced from Mādhava Cikitsā 

(either all ślokas or all new ślokas) by latter Vrinda Mādhava and Cakradatta. Thus, one can 

say that majority of the chapters from Mādhava  Cikitsā (59 chapters) have been accepted in 

the texts of its followers.  

New additions and the styles adopted by Vrinda and Cakra as compared to Mādhava  -  

While studying Mādhava Cikitsā in comparison with Vrinda Mādhava  and Cakradatta, the 

addition of some new styles was also noted along with some new and original contributions 

from the authors. Some prominent innovations have been mentioned here –  

a. Avasthā (different stages of pathology/pathogenesis) and Specification of dosha – the 

description of these has been included in Vrinda Mādhava  and Cakradatta. 

b. The text of Cakradutta can be said as a pioneer for dietary guidance. 

c. Vrinda Mādhava includes the description of Jaladhara, in Jwara dāha. 

d. Use of pramathya and Nābhi basti of Ardraka Swarasa can be seen in atisāra chapter of 

Cakradatta. 

e. Introduction of Rasa parpati and Tamra prayoga, which are advanced Rasa-shastra 

combinations introduced by Cakradatta. 

f. In the description of yukā, Vrinda Mādhava text includes the description of Raseṅdrādi 

lepam. 
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g.  Indrayava Phala nasya is cited in Unmaada chapter from Vrinda Mādhava . 

h. In Apsamāra chapter of Cakradatta – “Pashu-rajju-mashi yoga” is an original drug. 

i. Trayodashanga Guggulu and Ketakimuladi oil, in Vāta vyādhi, are very important 

original additions by Vrinda Mādhava . 

j. Cakradatta has described - Ravan krita kumara tantra – in bāla roga. 

 

Lacunae observed in Mādhava Cikitsā as compared to its followers 

As it has been discussed earlier, Mādhava  is a pioneer to the concept of cikitsā grantha. 

Though he led the way for several such studies, there were certain lacunae in his works. 

Thus, one observes that his work on Nidāna got enormous recognition and but the same 

could not be true for his compendium on therapeutics. Some such lacunae are listed 

herewith. The reasons why Mādhava cikitsitam could not find ground amongst the other 

contemporary texts of those times lie in this very list. 

a) Mādhava appears to have assumed or taken some of the fundamentals of actual 

therapeutics for granted. He has not cared to describe the basic linkage between the 

diagnostics and therapeutics i.e. Yojanā. He has just listed the combinations of drugs and 

left it to the judgment of the physicians to find the correct stage of its utility. Avoiding 

the mention of the important Avasthik guidelines has perhaps been the biggest lacuna left 

in this pioneer text.  

b) Dietary guidance for any of the therapies hardly finds a place in the text. Whereas 

Cakradatta lays major emphasis on these details, the Vrinda Mādhava  has also given 

sufficient importance to the same.  

c) The prognosis of the different diseases, along with its subtypes has been clearly ignored 

throughout the text. 

d) Guidelines of the therapy by means of Cikitsā sūtra, is very rarely stated in the text. 

Narration of cikitsā sūtra has always been the essence of classical “Upakrama pradhāna 

Therapeutics”. But Mādhava cites mere combinations and does not offer any guidelines 

for their therapeutic usage and application. Such severed linkage between a medicine 

(Dravya) and logical thinking (Yukti) has made the total text of very little use for a 

person of average intellect and hence it appears more like a glossary listing the useful 

dravya for a particular disease. 

 

Thus, the highlighting points would be - 

 The text could be said to be new raw idea of segregating information and rewriting on 

specific subjects, immediately after respected legacy of compound texts like the Brihattrayi. 

 It would be more of an attempt to concentrate on formulations, with presumed 

understanding of therapeutic basics. 

 Mādhava  seldom mentions chikitsa sūtras. Mādhava  Cikitsā also lacks of Avasthā 

specific guidance. 

  One does not cite any reference of dietary guidance. 
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Comparision of Mādhava  Cikitsitam with Cikitsā kalikā. 

 The influence of Mādhava  on Tisatacharya, the author of Cikitsā Kalikā has not been 

very profound. But the basic concept of separating Cikitsā text from diagnostic texts is 

surely accepted by Tisatacharaya. Cikitsā Kalikā is more forcused on Upakrama than the 

Mādhava  Cikitsā. But the excess trimming of the content has led to the same deficiencies 

in it. 

Important conclusions - 

  Mādhava  has been a true pioneer of a novel system of Āyurvedica  etymology. 

  Separation of Diagnostic from Therapeutic is the key to deal with Mādhava Cikitsā. 

  Such separation has not been handled with sufficient base of guiding fundamentals. 

  Mādhava has resourced most of the information from the Brihattrayi.  

  Contribution from Caraka is more significant even in Śālākya and Śalya related chapters. 

  Mādhava has contributed many new formulations as also by commencing dravya 

oriented system of therapeutics. 

  Vrinda Mādhava  and Cakradatta have both used Mādhava  as a role model to follow.  

  Both of them have adopted a modified approach to correct the lacunae therein. 

  Mādhava  has aptly attempted a different approach to simplify the therapeutic teachings, 

but has failed in their actual illustration. 

  Mādhava ’s followers (Vrinda Mādhava  and Cakrapāṇi) have cited better illustrations. 

 

Mādhava Cikitsā is one of the important manuscripts which still remain unpublished 

and therefore unstudied. The existence of immense knowledge in such manuscripts 

calls for some radical steps from the researchers of the non-clinical aspect of 

Āyurvedica literature. To reinstate the information hidden in such compendiums in 

relation with the applied aspects is the need of the hour. 

 


